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Abstract
We describe a general purpose detector (“4th”) designed for a high-energy e+ e− collider that can measure and identify with high precision all the fundamental fermions and
bosons of the standard model, and thereby access all known physics processes. The 4th
detector consists of four basic subsystems: (i) a pixel vertex detector for high precision
vertex definitions, impact parameter tagging and near-beam occupancy reduction; (ii) a
cluster-timing low-mass drift chamber for robust pattern recognition with over one hundred
three-dimensional space-points along a track each with about 55 µm resolution in rφ and
300 µm resolution in z, and a 3.5% specific ionization measurement; (iii) high precision dualreadout calorimetry for both em and hadronic particles,√both with time-history readout and,
most importantly, hadronic energy resolution of 29%/ E ⊕ 1.2% for the precision energy
measurement of hadrons, jets, electrons, photons, missing momentum, and the tagging of µ±
and τ ± ; and, (iv) a dual-solenoid to return the magnetic flux without iron and to provide a
second field region for the inverse direction bending of muons in a gas volume to achieve high
acceptance and excellent muon momentum resolution. The pixel vertex chamber, tracking
and calorimeter are inside the solenoidal magnetic field.
The cluster-timing tracking chamber, the dual-readout calorimeters, and the dual-solenoid
iron-free muon system are new in high energy physics, and with each we achieve superior
physics performance. All four subsystems separately achieve the important scientific goal to
be 2-to-10 times better than the already excellent LEP detectors, aleph, delphi, l3 and
opal. Together these four systems are coordinated for optimal physics measurements of
energy, momentum, and time. All four basic subsystems contribute to the identification of
standard model partons, some in unique ways, such that consequent physics ensembles are
identified with high efficiency and high purity. The cluster-timing tracking chamber is based
on the successful kloe chamber and our tested improvements to it, and the calorimeters are
fully understood from comprehensive beam tests done by the dream collaboration.
A fifth system is the flexible and powerful root-based simulation/reconstruction/analysis/physics framework ILCroot on which all simulations of performance were achieved.
4th is an international collaboration of over 140 people from several major laboratories
(Fermilab, CERN, KEK, Cornell LNS, Budker Institute), from many universities, 29 institutions, and from four regions: 81 (Europe), 13 (Asia), 43 (US), and 3 (Fertile Crescent).
Scientifically, as an integrated detector concept, we achieve comprehensive physics capabilities that are based on new but tested instruments in high energy physics, and that put
all presently conceivable physics at a future linear collider, and much speculated physics,
within experimental reach.
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1

Introduction

√
An electron-positron collider in the s ≈ 0.5 TeV range will study many known processes,
such as the production of tt̄, W + W − , and Z 0 Z 0 (with and without polarized beams [1])
measured with the highest precision tracking and calorimeter systems, and employ precision
techniques such as b, c-quark vertex tagging, W/Z → q q̄ mass discrimination, and polarization analyses with decay τ ± leptons.
This collider will also address expected physics, such as a standard model Higgs boson,
that can be cleanly produced through the Higgs-strahlung process, that will decay to all
available final states according to its expected couplings, and that can be discovered in the
simple missing-mass spectrum,
e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → ℓ+ ℓ− (H 0 → X),
in which a selection on two energetic leptons from the decay of a Z 0 allows the missing-mass
against the Z 0 to be calculated as shown in Sec. 4.1. This discovery would confirm, elucidate,
and solidify theoretical expectations of mass generation through symmetry breaking and cap
one century of particle physics. Further speculations on the existence of extra dimensions,
many versions of supersymmetry, technicolor, etc., may also be examples of expected physics.
Physics is the primary focus of all this work; however, good physics depends quite directly
on a good detector, and that is why we concentrate on the detector design and ILCroot in
this Letter of Intent (LoI) and, in particular, on the momentum and energy resolutions of the
tracking and calorimeter systems, and on their combined particle identification capabilities.
A good general purpose detector allows good measurements of the known and expected
physics (for which extensive monte carlo simulations are used to optimize a detector), but
a good detector is also essential for the identification and discovery of unexpected and unknown physics. With hindsight, we can see how weaknesses in detectors allowed unexpected
physics to elude detection for some years before being discovered by better detectors in later
experiments. In the case of this linear collider, there may not be the opportunity for ‘later
experiments’.
This Letter of Intent contains data on the new cluster-timing tracking chamber, substantial published data on dual-readout calorimetry with references to much more data, and
calculations on the dual solenoids. We are confident that the experimental systems proposed
here are credible and, in most cases, already demonstrated technologies.
During the two major Reviews on calorimetry and tracking the 4th concept agreed completely with both Reports, other than the minor addition of a word or two for clarification.
The Calorimeter Review noted for dream and 4th that “The novel technology of the dream
calorimeter is extremely interesting;” and, that “The promising results from both test beam
measurements and simulations are appreciated.” The Tracking Review noted “We reviewed
the LCTPC, CluCou, SiLC, and SiD tracking R&D collaborations,” and “We were extremely
impressed by the great progress made by all these groups, in some cases with very limited
resources.”
The detector and its subsystems are described in Sec. 2. We show in
Sec. 3 the simulations of detector performance as calculated in ILCroot. We show our results
on the six benchmark processes in Sec. 4, in which we quote directly Gaussian resolutions
without excluding events from any distribution. Our jet energy resolution is published and

Guide to this LoI
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we achieve consistent results in the ILCroot simulations. We are confident of the calorimetry
and its supporting beam tests, and similarly, we are confident of the improvements to the
existing kloe chamber that will not compromise its strengths. We discuss in Sec. 5 the
interaction of 4th with the beams and the interaction region, and introduce several new ideas
that are allowed by this iron-free detector. Not all are without controversy at the moment,
and we are willing to discuss and jointly study these issues. We discuss in Sec. 6 the status
of the 4th design and our intentions in the near future. We address in Sec. 7 the group’s
structure and our ability to carry through on what we have proposed in this concept detector.
Our costing estimates for the construction of 4th are detailed in Sec. 6.3. All other supporting materials, internal notes, papers, etc., are available at the website www.4thconcept.org.
Summary of this LoI For clarity and conciseness, we summarize the LoI here. The detector
described in this document is novel in many respects, most of which are tested as actual
prototypes, and all of which are simulated with detailed thoroughness. We have extracted
the maximum possible physics from our limited funding, and always focussed on the best
physics detector that is possible with available technology (either current or future) regardless
of prejudice or convenience. In those areas of needed R&D such as the building of large
solenoids, this document is changing continuously, as illustrated by the Figs. 26-30. In
contrast, the dual-readout calorimeters and the cluster-timing gaseous tracking chambers
are well-understood and few fundamental uncertainties remain, although substantial R&D
is required to realize them in a big detector.
Many of our novel technologies are horizontal and transferable to other detectors, not
only to other lepton colliders, but also to fixed-target experiments and even astrophysics
experiments. Large solenoids, in particular, if they are realized in 4th are immediately
applicable elsewhere. The cluster-timing chamber is applicable to Mu2e at Fermilab, to
Super B, or to any experiment dominated by multiple scattering, and the dual-readout
calorimeters will find applications throughout physics.
We will continue to pursue new solutions to outstanding problems. Two examples are the
technology and practicality of Giga-pixel vertex chambers and the measurement resolutions
in forward tracking.
It is our intention to provide a dense, but readable, document for your evaluation. You
may freely contact any of those who have given talks, for example those in Ref. [6], and
to contact those noted in the physics benchmarks Section for specifics of any kind on their
work.
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2

Description of the 4th Detector

The 4th detector is designed√ to meet the challenge of a high-precision detector at a high
energy e+ e− collider in the s ∼ 0.5 − 1 TeV range with energy, momentum, and spatial
resolutions that are 2-to-10 times better than the four LEP detectors. We believe that
fundamentally new ideas are required to get there: these are a new low-mass tracker, a dualreadout calorimetry, and a dual-solenoid for iron-free flux return. The 4th concept consists
of these three innovations plus a vertex chamber:
i. a pixel vertex detector for high precision vertex definition, impact parameter tagging
and near-beam occupancy reduction;
ii. a cluster-timing ultra-low-mass drift chamber with a He-based gas for robust pattern
recognition with over one hundred three-dimensional 55 µm space-points along a track.
This “continuous” tracker has the advantages of a continuous-tracking TPC, and the
advantage of readout within one beam crossing of a silicon tracker. It is less reliant on
5 µm-level alignment precision, and the large number of spatial measurements simultaneously provides robust TPC-like pattern recognition, high precision momentum resolution, and a 3.5% specific ionization measurement, in addition to robustness against
the loss of individual space points, or addition of spurious background hits;
iii. a high precision dual-readout fiber calorimeter, complemented with an em dual-readout
crystal calorimeter, both with time-history readout, for the energy measurement of
hadrons, jets, electrons, photons, missing momentum, and the tagging of µ± and τ ±
(including τ → ρν). These calorimeters and their capabilities have been extensively
tested in high energy beams of e− , µ− and π ± from 20 to 300 GeV, and all results
published in 15 papers; and,
iv. a dual-solenoid to return the flux without iron and provide a second field region for
the inverse direction bending of muons in a gaseous tracking volume to achieve high
acceptance and excellent muon momentum resolution and identification, in addition to
final focus, machine-detector interface (MDI) advantages, and zero fringe field.
The pixel vertex chamber, tracking and calorimeter are inside the solenoidal magnetic field.
All four basic subsystems contribute to the identification of standard model partons, some
in unique ways, such that consequent physics ensembles are identified with high efficiency
and high purity; for example, we achieve a reconstructed
jet energy Gaussian resolution
√
in the dual-readout calorimeters of σ/E ≈ 29%/ E ⊕ 1.2% on complete event ensembles
without prior selections of any kind. This leads to W → jj separation from Z → jj by mass,
and high-precison missing ν three-vector by subtraction. The dual-readout fiber calorimeter
measurements lead to e − µ − π separation and tagging, n (“neutronic” or “hadronic”)
tagging, and further em-hadronic separation by the time-structure of the signals. The dualreadout crystal calorimeter yields high precision em measurements for e − γ separation and
π 0 → γγ reconstruction, and the prompt Čerenkov light yields precision time measurements
for time-of-flight separations. In addition, the cluster-timing chamber achieves a 3.5% specific
ionization measurement for e − µ − π − K − p identification in the few-GeV region. All of
these capabilities are integrated into this one detector.

9

2.1

Design philosophy

The 4th detector was initially designed around a dual-readout calorimeter. The subsequent
evolution of the detector and its components was guided by six major design criteria:
1. independence of each detector subsystem, e.g., the calorimeter should function as a device to measure energies absorbed in specific volumes without dependencies on other
subsystems such as tracking.1 Similarly, the tracking system should measure and recognize patterns of contiguous spatial measurements as individual tracks without depending on the calorimeter or vertex chamber.2 A muon system necessarily requires
more than one system for particle identification, but the basic measurements of momentum, calorimetric energies, and non-strongly interacting characteristics should be
as independent as possible;
2. particle identification is critical to all physics at a linear collider, for particles at both
high and low momenta, and as many standard model partons as possible must be
identified by direct measurements in independent detectors;
3. each independent detector must be of sufficient capability that auxiliary or ancillary detectors are unnecessary. Examples of auxiliary devices are tail-catchers for a too-shallow
calorimeter; pre-shower devices to tag showers developing in too-massive detector materials before reaching the calorimeter; silicon blankets or other multiple tracking devices
to assist either the momentum resolution or pattern recognition; end-cap chambers
to re-measure tracks after too-massive end-plates; inter-detector chambers to compensate for dead volumes; or, multiple different technologies for reasons of measurement
redundancy;
4. an iron-free detector is a very big deal. We have introduced and designed this for the 4th
detector, and are prepared to defend the many benefits3 and to address the shielding
problem with a boron carbide (B4 C) shield that is also sensitive to the wall of MeV
neutrons leaving the calorimeters;
5. the relative absence of inactive, or dead, regions within the instrumented volume. This
is unavoidable for the support of massive instruments such as the calorimeter and the
superconducting coils, but it is quite avoidable in calorimeters in which all readouts
can be at the rear, and for light-weight tracking systems that do not require cooling or
fragile supports within the tracking volume itself; and,
1

This criterion is exactly opposite to a Particle Flow Analysis (PFA) calorimeter in which this dependence is
required.
2
A tracker with only a few spatial measurements does not provide “continuous” tracking throughout the volume,
and therefore Λ → pπ − and K 0 → π + π − decays far from the interaction vertex are difficult to recognize as tracks
without the assistance of a ‘stub’ in a fine-grained em calorimeter. This dependence can be compromised in many
ways, by high track densities, lack of pointing precision, etc., in the em calorimeter. Similarly, it is always true that
a high precision vertex chamber aids pattern recognition in an outer tracker, and every experiment will use this, but
event-to-event fluctuations in background levels, longer-lived B and D mesons and τ decays can limit its usefulness.
3
We discuss specifics later, but regarding overall detector design and philosophy, we avoid the flux density problem
recently encountered on the CMS experiment in which the 4T flux density does not all flow through the saturated
iron poletips to be returned by the iron yoke. About 1 kG of this flux density is many meters from the IP. One can
always solve this problem by putting more iron in the poleface regions, but more iron means less detector.
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6. a final strength of a big detector (especially one built under scheduling or funding
duress) is a design that is resistant to “engineering creep” (for lack of a better term).
All big detectors undergo the successive transitions from ideas to physics prototypes, to
beam tests, to engineering designs, to larger-scale prototypes, to system beam testing,
to a large-scale industrial manufacturing stage, and finally to installation and in situ
testing. During these stages of a big project, engineering necessities of tolerances,
gravitational supports, and internal stand-offs and supports are almost always solved
by adding materials to the detector.4 Good physics intentions are lost at this point.

Figure 1: The 4th detector showing final focus transport, the dual solenoids for iron-free flux return,
the vertex and tracking systems, and the calorimeters in yellow: inner one is dual-readout crystal
and outer is dual-readout fiber, both with time history readout. The total depth is 10 λI and all
calorimeter channels are projective with the origin. The frame is non-magnetic and easily able to
contain the magnetic pressure ∝ B 2 . The gross dimensions are 12 meters in diameter and 16 meters
long, excluding the beam delivery.

Finally, in the simplest sense, a good detector should have a zero-mass tracking system
(vertex and central tracker) and an infinite-mass calorimeter that only muons (and neutrinos)
can penetrate, all of which are continuously sensitive on the nanosecond time scale, and which
have momentum and energy resolutions comparable to the intrinsic widths of important
states, e.g., ΓW ∼ ΓZ ∼ 1 GeV/c2 . We have designed 4th to be as close as reasonably
possible to this ideal detector. With these in mind, we describe the optimization of the
4th detector shown in Fig. 1 starting from actual beam tests of essential components. We
4

Both the cms and atlas detectors have 1.5X0 and 6X0 , respectively, of material in their tracking systems near
η ≈ 1.5. Neither of these numbers were intended.
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want to emphasize this: the 4th design is based on existing detectors and beam tested
prototypes whose performance we understand and propose to enhance: for examples, kloe
→ cluster-timing CluCou [2] (INFN, Lecce), or extensive beam tests of a proof-of-principle
dual-readout calorimeter [4] (dream, TTU), or on existing superconducting solenoids (kedr
and cmd-2m solenoids) built with new techniques [5] (Budker Institute).
2.2

Detector optimization: from beam tests and cosmics to a detector

We first discuss in general terms the radial (r) and axial (z) extents of the detector, and the
gross dimensions of the tracking and calorimetry. In Secs. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we connect the
detailed beam test data and R&D to the 4th design.
We have achieved a balance of resolutions in this detector design. Considering the decays
0
0
+ −
0
+ −
of the
Z 0 → jj), and considering that interesting physics
√ Z (Z → µ µ , Z → e e , and
at s ∼ 500 GeV may show up as Z 0 bosons in the detector, the tracking detectors and
the crystal and fiber calorimeters have comparable resolutions for these three fundamental
partons (µ, e, j) at energies of about 100 GeV. Any moderate increment in the dimensions of
one subdetector to increase its performance will be at the expense of the other subdetectors
with a resulting imbalance in the resolutions on these fundamental partons.
The dream module is 10 λint in depth, sufficient to suppress depth leakage from single pions and nucleons at the highest energies, and more than
sufficient for jets [4](a). In a 4π detector we seek to maintain this depth not only for hadron
measurements, but also as a further pion filter to assist in muon survival identification and
to serve as additional radiation shielding for MDI purposes. These considerations lead to a
1.5 meter calorimeter depth (see Fig. 19 of Ref. [4](a), included
A.)
√ in Appendix
2
2
The momentum resolution requirement that σp /p ∼ k(σ0 /√ N )/BR ∼ 2×10−5 (GeV/c)−1
demands a small space-point resolution at many points, σ0 / N , and large B and R2 . The
field strength B is largely governed by the superconducting current density limit, the stability and stiffness of a large solenoid, and will fall within the range B ≈ 3 − 5 T. It is easier
to gain momentum resolution from R2 at the expense of a larger volume calorimeter and a
larger solenoid. We can achieve this resolution in CluCou with an outer radius of the tracking system at R ∼ 1.5 meters. For a 30-cm deep crystal calorimeter before a 1.5 m-deep
fiber calorimeter, the inner solenoid starts at R1 ∼ 3.3 meters. Using CMS numbers for
conductors and currents densities, it is easy to design a dual-solenoid resulting in a uniform
Bz = 3.5 T in the tracking volume and Bz ≈ −1.5 T in the volume annulus between the
solenoids with an outer solenoid radius of R2 ∼ 6 meters. This radius is not critical for
either current densities or muon momentum resolution. The currents in the outer solenoid
are modest compared to the inner solenoid and, therefore, the outer solenoid is “easier” than
the inner solenoid, except for its size.
The momentum resolution of muons in the annulus is independent of the outer solenoid
radius since the flux density through the inner solenoid is B1 ≈ 3.5 Webers/m2 , or 3.5 × πR12
Webers, and these Webers fill the annulus area πR22 − πR12 ∼ πR22 , where the flux density
is B2 ∼ 3.5(πR12 )/(πR22 ) ∼ 1.5 Webers/m2 = 1.5 T. If R2 is made larger, the field decreases
as 1/R22 while the track length (L = R2 − R1 ) squared increases as (R2 − R1 )2 ∼ R22 .
These factors cancel, B2 L2 ∼ constant, and the momentum resolution is independent of R2 .
Therefore, we choose R2 to be reasonable, say, R2 ∼ 6.0 meters. If we made R2 substantially
The r-extent of the detector
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smaller we would incur larger current densities, a smaller B1 , and more difficult construction
tolerances.
The extension of this detector in z is not a serious design
problem for the end coils, the axial muon spectrometer, the end calorimeter, and the end
caps of the tracker, except for the wire length in CluCou. None of these are high-cost and
one does not affect the other. The cost increases with a calorimeter of a larger volume, and
the magnetic stored energy increases, whereas the chambers are small-cost by volume. The
positioning and alignment of the final quad doublet, QD0, which is part of the detector, is
not affected by a longer detector in z. Therefore, we choose the end calorimeter to begin at
z ≈ 2.0 m to not complicate the construction of CluCou, and the magnetic volume to end
at z ≈ 7.5 m.

The z-extent of the detector

The dream fiber module [4](a-f,h,l,o) is a good model we
choose to follow with a 10 λint depth and a 22% fiber volume fraction. The crystal BGO
calorimeter tested by the dream collaboration is also a good model since the data are unambiguous [4](g,i-k,m-o). The depth of the BGO must be at least 25Xo , and this we choose as
sufficient depth to suppress electromagnetic leakage fluctuations while not accepting too large
an attenuation in the crystal, which would lead to a constant term in the electromagnetic
energy resolution.
Gross calorimeter geometry

The data from the kloe chamber demonstrate a chamber with excellent long-term mechanical and electrical stability.5 There are essentially no
restrictions on radius or length, except for gravitational sagging and electrostatic wire instabilities for longer wires. We are studying the use of low-mass wires that can be strung at
sufficiently high tension to alleviate both of these concerns. Therefore, the tracking chamber
geometry is not a design concern.
The same wires and cluster-timing electronics will be used in the muon spectrometer in
the annulus between the solenoids, except that the wires will be inside precision tubes as
in the atlas experiment. The volume is much larger, but the length of the tubes is kept
below 4 m.

Gross central and muon tracking

Therefore, the gross design of the detector is set. The simulations of events are done
in this geometry. We have not done what could be called a “detailed optimization” of the
detector due to shortages of people, funding, storage and CPU grid resources, although we
do intend to accomplish this in the next year with the flexible and powerful ILCroot as
the tool. However, apart from the obvious “improvement” of more-but-smaller channels
in the detector, any optimum is not unique. This can be illustrated in one instance if
we consider the CMS dilemma: crystals or no crystals in front of the non-compensating
hadronic calorimeter. High precision crystals will secure H 0 → γγ but will weaken the
jet energy resolution, and therefore the judgment of what physics processes to emphasize
determines the detector optimum. For a detector at a linear collider, we should aim for all
physics processes, as difficult as this may sound.
5
This chamber was largely designed and built by two collaborators within 4th: A. Gaddi (CERN) and F.
Grancagnolo (INFN, Lecce).
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2.2.1

Tracking systems: pixel vertex and main tracking

A tracking system really means everything between the interaction point and the calorimeter:
the beam pipe, the vertex chamber, and the main tracking chamber. The beam pipe is a
straight beryllium cylinder with inner radius of 1.2 cm and a wall thickness of 0.04 cm.6
is a multi Giga-pixel chamber with cylinders and disks. Several
groups are designing such detectors, and in our simulation we put the SiD ‘thin pixel’ design.
However, we are not ourselves working on a pixel chamber, but collaborate with the SiLC
group and watch the progress in other groups, e.g., the KEK fine pixel ccd (fpccd) and
the Monolithic Silicon consortium. It is our expectation that this chamber will achieve an
impact parameter resolution of
√
σb ≈ 5µm ⊕ 10µm/p sin3/2 θ ⊕ 10µm/ p
The vertex detector

with pixels of approximately 20 microns. At present, we use a version of the SiD vertex
detector scaled for magnetic field. The barrel has five layers of staggered silicon detectors at
radii, r = 2.0 − 2.17, 3.14 − 3.30, 5.00 − 5.13, 6.80 − 6.9 and 8.57 − 8.69 cm covering the range
134o > |θ| > 46o. The end caps have four layers of silicon detectors at z = 7.6, 9.5, 12.5 and
18 cm, providing good hermeticity for |cosθ| < 0.994.7
The axial disks are of similar construction8 and the chamber is shown in the ILCroot
simulation in Fig. 2.

For a pizel size of 20 µm with a dead area of 10 µm along the perimeter of the sensors, the
total number of channels is 4.3×109 . The thickness of the thermal shield is 0.16% of X0 ,
the 400 µm thickness of the Berillium beam pipe is 0.18% of X0 , so the total budget of the
vertex chamber and beam pipe is 1.2% of X0 . The performance of this vertex detector in
ILCroot with and without beam background is described in Sec. 3.1.
is a cluster-timing drift chamber. Cluster timing in drift
chambers consists in recording the drift times of all individual ionization electrons collected
on a sense wire and due to the passage of an ionizing track in the active gaseous medium.
With this information, space point resolution and particle identification can thus be pushed
to their theoretical limits of accuracy [2](c). Furthermore, by placing particular attention to
the materials used for the gas containment, to the wires, to the shape and the structure of
The main tracking chamber

6

A conical profile to avoid the envelope of background tracks leads to a detailed design of the beam pipe given in
the thesis “Two-Jets Analysis of Physics Events at the international Linear Collider,” A. Mazzacane, thesis.
7
The basic building block of the barrel vertex chamber is a ladder consisting of a 100 µm silicon sensor and a
readout chip on top of it, simulated with a thin layer of carbon fiber. In the current simulation, one ladder is mounted
along the z direction to form a 125 mm long stave. The staves are mounted on a carbon-fiber support and cooling
sector. Each sector supports 5 staves. Twelve sectors are then mounted together around the beam pipe to close the
full barrel. In total, there are 60 staves, 60 ladders and 60 chips. Finally, a thermal shield made of 100 µm thick
carbon fiber encloses the vertex barrel at r = 12 cm.
8
Each disk of the VXD Endcap has the shape of a dodecagon. The basic building block of the Endcap VXD is
a trapezoid. Each trapezoid consists of a silicon sensor with a thickness of 100 µm and a readout chip on top of it.
The latter is simulated with a thin layer of carbon fiber, of thickness about 100 µm. Twelve trapezoids contribute to
make each disk of the endcaps. In the present simulation, the trapezoids lay onto the same plane rather than being
staggered along the beam axis (as foreseen in the final design).
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Figure 2: The vertex detector as simulated in ILCroot.

the end plates holding the tension of the wires, and to the gas mixture used, the contribution
to the measurement error on the momentum resolution due to multiple Coulomb scattering
can be minimized.
This proposed solution, based mechanically on the successful kloe design, will prove to
be ideal for the ILC, where momentum resolution is needed at the level of a few tenths of a
percent for 100 GeV/c momentum particles (i.e., a few MeV/c) and where accuracies of the
order of a few percent in dE/dx might be useful for particle identification and flavor tagging.
The motivations for choosing a helium based, fully stereo, gas drift chamber with cluster
timing readout as the central tracker of the 4th Concept appear evident by comparing this
solution to the only two reasonable alternatives: a silicon tracker and a gas TPC.
The silicon tracker case In an axial magnetic field, parallel to the axis of a cylindrical
tracking system, the transverse momentum resolution can be expressed as the sum of the
contributions due to the sagitta measurement error and to the multiple scattering through
the inner wall and the tracking media of the tracking device [3], [2](e):
r
√
∆p⊥
320 · σxy
ℓ
5.4 × 10−2
√ · p⊥ ⊕
=
(1)
2
p⊥
B·ℓ
X0
0.3 · B · ℓ · n

(transverse length ℓ, σxy and X0 in [m], B field in [T], momentum in [GeV/c]). Higher
transverse momentum resolution can be achieved by optimizing each single parameter in Equ.
(1). However, the increase in the number of measurements is limited by considerations on the
multiple scattering contribution. The increase in the B field, apart from costs, shortens the
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trapping radius for low momentum tracks, with complications in the track finding algorithms
due to the larger occupancy of the inner layers. Finally, increasing the track length, which
has the double advantage of decreasing both contributions to the momentum resolution, has
the disadvantage of increasing the costs both of the solenoid and of the external calorimeter.
Therefore, in a drift chamber, in order to have a contribution to the transverse momentum
resolution due to the sagitta measurement error comparable to the one attainable with a silicon tracker (having of the order of 10 µm space point resolution and only a few measurement
planes to limit the multiple scattering contribution to the momentum resolution), one needs
about 50 µm point resolution in the transverse plane and a cell size of 1 cm to accommodate
enough measurements in a 1.5m radius chamber. Assuming that one can reach such a space
point resolution, the gain in the second term of Equ. (1) will make this choice much more
suitable for physics with momenta up to several tens of GeV/c at a considerable lower cost
than that of a silicon tracker and, more importantly, with significantly larger redundancy
than that attainable with the use of a limited number of planes, in terms of insensitivity to
local inefficiencies and to spurious hits, due either to background or to shared occupancy in
track dense regions.
A further argument, besides redundancy, against the choice of a silicon tracking detector
made of a small number of high resolution measuring points is the problem of their alignment
(and its temporal stability, e.g., before and after a push-pull operation) with the rest of the
detectors and with the interaction point, which has to be kept well below the resolution
of each plane (5 µm or less). Normally this is done by fitting a large enough number
of isolated high momentum tracks (the multiple scattering contribution widens the track
residual distribution, with the consequence of requiring a much larger number of tracks to
perform the alignment to the same accuracy) and minimizing the residual distribution as a
function of the local coordinates of each mechanically independent structure of the tracker.
Given the large number of not perfectly rigidly connected staves and the very ambitious
alignment goal of a solid state tracking detector, even at the largest luminosity attainable,
one may not be able to collect, in a time short enough to control all detector systematics,
a sufficient number of well defined high momentum tracks over the entire acceptance of the
tracker system to perform the required alignment.
In a drift chamber, these considerations are of little concern because of the coarser resolution and of the smaller number of degrees of freedom of the entire tracking system (the
relative positioning of the sense wires is assured by the rigid interconnections of the wires to
the end plates).
Finally, the large number of measured points along a track in a drift chamber allows
for a continuous seeding, within the active volume, of the candidates in the track finding
procedure, which is independent of the inner vertex detector or the outer calorimeter and
capable of detecting and fitting kinks and neutral vertices with considerable efficiency. With
the very limited number of measuring planes in a silicon tracker, this task is extremely
arduous to accomplish.
The minimization of the multiple scattering contribution in a gas tracking
device requires the use of a light, in terms of Z, gas mixture. Helium (X0 =5300 m), as
opposed to argon (X0 =110 m), possesses this quality. Unfortunately, a gas TPC at ILC
cannot use a helium-based light gas mixture for two main reasons.
Firstly, at equivalent gains, drift velocities in helium based gas mixtures are, at least, a
The TPC case:
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factor two to three slower than in the corresponding argon based mixtures. This, together
with the proposed time structure of the ILC beams and a reasonable size TPC, 1.5 − 2
m length, would result in integrating an even larger number (several hundreds) of beam
crossings, thus producing physics tracks and, more importantly, background tracks in spacetime patterns very difficult to disentangle.
Secondly, the much lower number, a factor five to eight, of primary electron-ion pairs
produced in helium rather than in argon, would further aggravate the effects of the drifting
electron recombinations with the copious flow of positive ions slowly drifting back, thus
affecting the efficiency of the chamber.
The problem of the positive ion distribution in the TPC gas, at the interaction rates
typical of ILC, was of great concern to us. Given the low ion drift velocity in argon, one can
think of the TPC gas as being populated by a distribution of positive ions generated by the
primary ionization of the outward tracks coming from physics interactions, and of background
tracks, typically concentrated at smaller radii. The effect of the B field on low momentum
tracks further complicates this picture because of the large numbers of ions confined within
their corresponding trapping radii. High positive ion densities are to be expected over the
entire volume of the TPC. Superimposed on this, there exists also a highly non-uniform
distribution of ions that have escaped from the gating field of the gas amplification regions
next to the end plates of the TPC. These ions are all contained in a few (order of five)
thin slices (order of 2 mm, equivalent to the distance drifted by the ions during the 1 ms
integrated interaction time), separated in z by ≈ 40 cm (equivalent to the distance drifted
by the ions during the 200 ms between bunch trains). Assuming a gas gain of 104 and a
gating efficiency of 99%, one hundred times the same number of primary ions distributed in
the volume between two slices, will be concentrated in each slice, reaching there an average
density in excess of 2 · 106 ions per cm3 (or, equivalently, an ion concentration in excess of
10−13 ). The effect of such a high non-uniform concentration of charges is a distortion of
the drifting field, resulting in a smearing of the drifting electrons both longitudinally and
transversely with the consequence of deteriorating the spatial and, therefore, the momentum
resolution. Furthermore, the collection efficiency of the drifting electrons is also affected
by the electron recombinations within the ion walls. Both these effects are more severe at
smaller radii, where, as pointed out, the relative ion density is larger and, very unfortunately,
where efficiency and resolution are mostly required for extrapolating the charged tracks to
the vertex.
On the other hand, the use of a helium drift chamber, in addition to contributing a
factor 7 less to multiple scattering, will make the counting and the timing of the individual
ionization clusters easier, because of their slower drift velocity, by separating even further
the already sparsely created electrons.
The advantage of a helium drift chamber, then, is threefold. It allows for a very low
mass tracking medium with a considerable gain in the multiple scattering contribution to
the transverse momentum resolution. It gives the possibility of applying the cluster timing
method to improve the space point resolution (down to 50 µm) and therefore the sagitta
measurement error in the transverse plane, with respect to the attainable one with an argon
TPC. Lastly, a cell size of order 1 cm, corresponding to drift distances of up to 6 mm, will
allow for a full containment of the total drift time within a single bunch crossing, avoiding
event pile-ups and integration of eventual backgrounds9 over a very short time only.
9

Helium has also a much smaller photo-ionization cross section for photons coming from synchrotron radiation
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The longitudinal component of the momentum will be measured with comparable accuracy (order of a few hundreds µm, as we will see) as in an argon TPC, thanks to the stereo
configuration of the active layers of wires, with angles in the range of 100 − 200 mrad with
respect to the axial direction.
Let us consider a cylindrical
drift tube of radius 2 cm, run at a reasonable gain (a few times 105 ). The time separation
between consecutive ionization clusters, for any impact parameter, in the case of an argonbased gas mixture, is of the order of a few tenths of a nanosecond to a few nanoseconds,
depending on the drift distance to the sense wire, whereas, for a helium-based gas mixture,
this same quantity goes from a few nanoseconds to a few tens of nanoseconds. This is due
essentially to two effects: the higher density of ionizations per unit of track length in argon
based gas mixtures versus helium (generally a factor of 5 to 8) and the slower drift velocity
in helium with respect to argon (roughly a factor 2 to 3).
On these bases, one can conclude that in helium, provided the front-end electronics is
such that the rise time of the electron signals is below 1 ns and they are digitized at sampling
rates of at least 1 GSa/s, single electron counting can be efficiently performed [2](h,i).
Multiple electron clusters, about 23% of the total in helium based gas mixtures, are
identified according to the relative mutual time delays between electrons. For short drift
distances, in fact, the time spread due to electron diffusion within the same cluster is smaller
than the time separation between consecutive clusters. At larger drift distances, more than a
few mm, while diffusion grows slowly with the square root of the distance, the time separation
between clusters increases more rapidly because of the linear slowing down of the drift
velocity.
Cluster timing and the ultimate resolution drift chamber

In Fig. 3, the digitized pulse shape generated by the
ionization of a cosmic ray in a r = 2 cm radius, 30 cm length drift tube, filled with a mixture
of 90% helium - 10% isobutane at NTP, triggered by a telescope of plastic scintillators
and read out by a 8-bit, 4 GHz, 2 GSa/s digital sampling oscilloscope, through a 1.8 GHz
preamplifier chain of gain 4 is shown. The expected density of primary ionization clusters
in this gas mixture for a m.i.p. is 12.5/cm, with a total number of electrons of about
20/cm. The time, t1 , of the first drifting electron after t0 , the trigger time, gives a good
approximation of the impact parameter b relative to the sense wire
Z t1
b =
vdrif t (x(t))dt.
(2)
Cluster Counting Performance

t0

The expected number of primary clusters is, therefore:
√
2 r 2 − b2
ncl =
,
λ(βγ) · sin θ

(3)

where λ is the mean path between two ionization acts, which depends on βγ of the crossing
particle, and θ is the dip angle between the track and the sense wire direction. The expected
total number of ionization electrons is nele (on average 1.6 times the number of primary
clusters in this gas).
compared to argon.
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Figure 3: Digitized pulse shape showing individual clusters, as described in the text. [Data from
CluCou tests].

In general, from the digitized pulse shape alone, one can reconstruct the ordered sequences
of the electron arrival times and their amplitudes:10
{ti } {Ai } ,

i = 1, nele .

(4)

Based on the time separation between consecutive clusters and on the electron time
spread due to diffusion, for any given impact parameter, one can also define a probability
function, which relates the probability that the ith electron belongs to the j th cluster:
P (i, j), i = 1, nele , j = 1, ncl .

(5)

In Fig 4, as an example, the experimental transverse position resolution of the kloe drift chamber [2](f), as a function of the impact parameter of the
tracks relative to the sense wire, is shown together with its main contributions singled out:
a) the ionization statistics, b) the electron longitudinal diffusion and c) the time resolution
of the electronics which contributes also through the time-to-distance conversion. This last
one can, in principle, be neglected for all impact parameters with the use of faster and more
sophisticated electronics.
It is clearly evident that, for smaller cell dimensions (i.e., smaller impact parameters)
and for gas mixtures with an even sparser primary ionization production than the one used
by kloe (90% helium - 10% isobutane), the contribution due to the ionization statistics is
the dominant one. We will show that cluster counting can contribute to reduce appreciably
the impact parameter resolution for small impact parameters.
Impact Parameter Resolution

10

We will illustrate a conceptually simple, yet effective, algorithm for electron counting and their association in
clusters in Appendix A
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Figure 4: Experimental transverse position resolution as a function of the impact parameter of the
tracks with respect to the sense wire, for large (3 cm) cells. The contributions due to the time
resolution of the electronics chain (TDC, trigger time resolution, time-to-distance relation, etc),
the ionization statics, and the electrons longitudinal diffusion are added in quadrature and closely
follow the data. [Data from kloe]

Figure 5: Schematization of the cross view
of a drift tube with the definitions used in
the text.

Figure 6: Definition of the various quantities used in the formulas in the text.

The impact parameter as defined by (2) and shown in Fig. 6, represents a systematic
overestimate of b by the quantity ∆b, usually, though improperly, referred to as the ionization
statistics contribution to the impact parameter resolution:
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Figure 7: Spatial resolution as a function of the impact parameter for a 0.5 cm cell and a helium
based gas mixture. The upper curve represents, for smaller b, the overestimate of the impact
parameter when it is assumed equal to the distance of the first arriving electron. In the lower curve,
the impact parameter resolution calculated by taking into account the arrival time of all ionization
clusters. The straight lines are the average values of the two described resolution functions over all
impact parameters

∆b = d1 − b =

q

b2 − λ21 − b,

with λ1 ∈ (0, λ/2).

(6)

In general, for values of λ typical of an argon gas mixture, the ionization statistics contribution to the impact parameter does not represent a problem since, integrated over the
full range of impact parameters, even for large cell sizes, it assumes negligible values. This
is not the case for helium mixtures and small cells. Here the same contribution, for a 0.5
cm radius tube, amounts to about 60 µm, when averaged over all impact parameters. By
taking advantage of the knowledge of the arrival time sequence of all ionization clusters,
however, one can correct such an overestimate of b and determine its value with a resolution,
in principle, smaller than 50 µm, as shown in Fig. 7. It is worth noticing that most of the
improvement in impact parameter resolution is obtained by using only the first two clusters,
with smaller and smaller contributions from the addition of the successive ones, up to the
first six, when this improvement is saturated because of the accumulated fluctuations.
Because of the large Landau fluctuation in the
energy deposited in a gas by a charged particle along its trajectory (dE/dx losses), a traditional truncated mean algorithm will use only a fraction of the drift chamber hits (typically
below 80%), reaching a relative resolution of 6%, 4.5% being the best theoretical limit.
Thanks to the Poisson nature of the ionization deposition, by counting, instead, the total
number of ionization clusters along √
the trajectory of a charged track, for all the hit cells, one
can reach a relative resolution of 1/ N . For the proposed helium gas mixture, N = 12.5/cm
and a track length of 1.3 m, one could, in principle, obtain a relative resolution of 2.5%. Ref.
dE/dx, dN/dx and particle identification
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Figure 8: Mechanical structure of the proposed drift chamber. a) dome shaped end caps; b) outer
panels; c) longitudinal struts, they counterbalance the 15 Tons due to the tension of the wires; d)
structural rings; e) inner cylinder.

[2](h,i) shows that a relative resolution of 3.7% has been reached experimentally with a rough
application of the cluster counting technique.
The proposed central tracking system is a fully stereo drift chamber
for a precise reconstruction of tracks in space. A Helium based gas mixture and a light
carbon fiber structure are chosen to minimize the multiple scattering contribution to the
momentum measurement particularly for momenta below 20 GeV/c. Parameters like cell
dimension, electric field and gas mixture can be tuned to ensure a maximum drift time
shorter than the beam crossing interval, 337 ns, to prevent pileup of events (this is reached
here with 0.6 cm wide cells, 90% helium + 10% isobutane gas mixture and an electric field
such as to have a 105 gain on a 20 µm diameter sense wire).
Drift Chamber layout

The chamber volume is a cylinder of 19.0 cm inner radius, 150 cm
outer radius with 300 cm length at the outer radius and 420 cm at the inner radius. The inner
cylindrical wall is made of a thin (0.2 mm) carbon fiber foil coated by a 20 µm aluminum layer
for electrostatic continuity (equivalent to 0.001 X0 ). The outer wall (equivalent to 0.018
X0 ) is made of twelve carbon fiber aluminum hexcell sandwich panels held by 12 structural
struts made of unidimensional carbon fiber (see Fig. 8).
The dome shaped end walls, with a radius of curvature of 2.12 m, are made of 5 mm
thick carbon fiber (equivalent to 0.029 X0 ) to contain the gas volume and to hold in place
all the wires at the right tension. In order to balance the total force due to the wire tension
(equivalent to approximately 15 tons) the end caps will need to be pre-stressed before wiring.
Mechanical structure
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Figure 9: Finite element analysis of the stress and deformation of the unidirectional struts has been
performed. However, it is not possible to see the results in this figure.

Details of the structural stability of the proposed drift chamber, together with specifications of the types of carbon fiber and all the other component materials, are given in a
mechanical engineering thesis [2](j), where a strategy for the wiring procedure, which takes
into account the deformation of the structure while the wires are tensioned, is also presented.
Fig. 9 shows, as an example of such calculations, the deformations in the longitudinal struts
due to the force exerted by the wire tension.
The chamber layout is made of concentric rings of wires, grouped to
form superlayers. Alternating superlayers have stereo angles of opposite sign to project
the particle trajectories onto two independent planes, for efficient three dimensional track
reconstruction.
We have chosen a hexagonal cell shape and a size (the side of the hexagon varies from 0.4
cm, at the innermost radii, to 0.7 cm) such that, for the gas mixture we intend to use and
at the necessary gain, the maximum drift time is contained within one bunch crossing. The
number of rings in a superlayer (12, the first and the last one are shared with the preceding
and the following superlayer) is such that one has enough hits over the same projection (on
average 7) to be able to locally reconstruct a point and a vector, both extremely useful for
starting an efficient track finding procedure. Fig. 10 illustrates such a layout.
Among all possible arrangements of a stereo configuration of wires, we have chosen the
one which minimizes the cell deformation along its length. Referring to Fig 11, this is
equivalent to set the stereo drop δ constant for all rings. The stereo angle ǫi,j , for δ = 4 cm,
range from 55 mrad at the inner radius to 213 mrad at the outer one. The total number of
sense wires (20 µm diameter gold plated tungsten) is 66020 with 152080 field wires (80 µm
Stereo superlayers
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Figure 10: Layout of the stereo superlayers of the drift chamber.

Figure 11: Sketch of a stereo wire with the definition of stereo drop δ and of stereo angle ǫi .
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Figure 12: Architecture of the CMOS CluCou chip showing both the analog and the digital parts.

diameter silver plated aluminum). This is just about a factor four with respect to the total
number of the same type of wires used in the kloe drift chamber. Some guard wires will
also be needed to equalize the gain in the first and last rings of the chamber.
The total contribution to the momentum measurement due to the multiple scattering in
the wires and in the gas is 1.1×10−3 X0 and 1.6×10−3 X0 , respectively for the W sense wires
and the Al field wires and 1.0×10−3 X0 for the gas mixture, for a total of 3.7×10−3 X0 .
We are investigating the possibility of using metal coated Kapton wires for the field
wires in order to lower even further the contribution due to the multiple scattering for
lower momentum tracks and to reduce, considerably, the deformations of the end caps of
the chamber due to the 15 tons of mechanical tension required by the Al field wires. More
details of the drift chamber layout can be found in [2](k).
Although the cluster timing technique features a number of advantages, the bottleneck for its implementation is represented by the difficulties in realizing a
low cost, high-speed, low-power electronic interface able to process such signals. We have
designed a CMOS 0.13µm integrated readout circuit, including a fast preamplifier (with a
-3dB bandwidth of 700 MHz) and 1 GSa/s-6bit ADC to fulfill all the requirements for cluster
timing. Its architecture, shown in Fig. 12, consists of an analog part for the amplification
of the signal and a digital part.
The analog part is made of two amplification stages with a total gain of a factor 20. The
choice of two stages has allowed us to widen the bandwidth with respect to the first version
of the chip up to about 720 MHz, by reducing the noise (equivalent to 70 µV rms at the
input). The first stage, besides converting the signal from single ended to differential, acts
as a trans-impedance amplifier.
The digital part consists of a 6-bit flash ADC sampling at 1 GSa/s, a clock generating
block and an output stage LVDS with 12 channels at 500 MHz. For the demanding 6Front end electronics
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Figure 13: Architecture of the two-step flash ADC.

bit 1Gs/s ADC, a two-step architecture, as shown in Fig. 13, has been designed. In this
architecture, signal quantization is accomplished by two quantizers, a 3-bit first stage with
1 bit of redundancy (i.e., one 3.5b stage), and a 3-bit second stage. Both quantizers are
implemented in a flash architecture. Consequently, only 21 comparators are required instead
of 63 needed for a pure 6-bit flash ADC, thus reducing the power consumption.
Details of the design of the chip can be found in [2](l). We are, at the moment, waiting
to test the second version of the chip, which is due from the foundry in about two months.
(FST) may be needed to increase the θ angular tracking
acceptance from the actual 8 degrees (see Fig. 34) down to about 3 degrees, to match the
calorimeter angular coverage and to improve on the very forward angular resolution (see
Fig. 37). A study of the integration of the CluCou chamber with a FST has recently begun,
thanks to a collaborative effort with some members of the SiLC R&D collaboration [15, 16]
and, therefore, it is far from being complete at the time of submission of this LoI. Two
alternatives are under consideration. The first consists in placing a silicon double layer, to
read out the r and φ coordinates, in the very forward region between the domes of the CluCou
chamber end cap and the electromagnetic calorimeter end caps. The second one foresees a
set of disks placed inside the inner radius of the CluCou chamber, on the extension in z of
the vertex detector and made of pixels of the same technology as those of the vertex detector.
Clearly, both these alternatives will have to be simulated in the ILCRoot framework and
their integrated performances with the main tracking system assessed by comparing the
results obtained on the benchmark physics events with those of CluCou alone. A process
of optimization of the geometrical parameters of the chosen solution will then be initiated.
The relative alignment of the FST with the vertex detector and with the CluCou chamber
will be carefully studied once the benefits of such an addition have been quantified.
A Forward Silicon Tracker
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2.2.2

Calorimeters: fiber and crystal dual-readout

The calorimeters of 4th are tested and proven technologies, fully published [4], and widely
detailed in numerous talks at periodic linear collider meetings [6] and international calorimeter and instrumentation meetings [7] by members of the dream collaboration. Parallel to
the developments in instrumentation, we have developed a full and detailed simulation of
dual readout calorimeters [6](g) in both fibers and crystals (bgo) in ILCroot that is faithful
to the dream beam test data.
The bgo calorimeter is in front
of the fiber calorimeter. Both have
been independently understood in
dream data [4](a,m-o) and in the
ILCroot simulation [6](g). It was
not obvious that a combination of
two calorimeter technologies, although both dual-readout capable,
would result in an exceptional (or
even adequate) calorimeter system
for physics, but this combination
works very well. This is a stunning
achievement of the dream collaboration and Di Benedetto to show
that, taken singly, both crystal and
fiber dual readout work and then,
taken together, that a full-size bgo
calorimeter in combination with a
∼ 9λint fiber calorimeter also works
perfectly well [4](o), [6](g).
The physics motivation for this
combination is to achieve excellent
electromagnetic four-vector resolutions on γ and e± from decays of
any mass (viz., π 0 → γγ, H 0 → γγ,
Z 0 → e+ e− ), and at the same time
to maintain the excellent hadronic
(b)
energy resolution that was attained
by the fiber-only calorimeter. We
Figure 14: (a) 100 ns/div single cosmic µ; (b) averaged have achieved all of this.
pulse showing Čerenkov -gate and scintillation gate. [Data
from Ref. [4](m)].
The crystal calorimeter

is just
outside the tracking chamber and
consists of 25X0 of (2cm)2 laterally
segmented BGO crystals11 . The physics driving the BGO calorimeter, beyond the precision
11

The crystals tested in the experiment shown in Fig. 18 were borrowed from the L3 collaboration. We can
substitute several crystals for BGO, one being Bismuth Silicate at substantially less cost and comparable dualreadout performance: “Development of BSO (Bi4 Si3 O4 ) crystal for radiation detection,” Ishii, M., et al., Optical
Materials 19 (2002). BGO is beam tested by dream and thoroughly understood and, therefore, our present designs
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four-vector measurements mentioned above, is to reconstruct specific final states that carry
unique information, such as τ decays to a spin-1 ρ:
τ ± → ρ± ν → π ± π 0 ν → π ± γγν,
so that the calorimeter must measure two photons spatially separated by ∆(Rφ) ≈
Rmπ0 /Pπ0 ≈ 2 cm decaying from a π 0 at P ≈ 10 GeV/c which decayed from a τ ± at
40 GeV. This necessitates (2cm)2 , or even (1cm)2 , lateral segmentation. In the ILCroot we
have simulated the benchmark processes with (1cm)2 crystals so that we can combine them
two-by-two to study (2cm)2 crystals.
A simulated τ − decay in ILCroot is shown in Fig. 65 (in the particle identification section,
Sec. 3.4). The charged π − from the vertex is shown impacting the calorimeter very close
to the two γs from the π 0 decay, penetrating (without apparent interaction) the bgo and
depositing its energy in the fiber calorimeter. The scintillation and Čerenkov signals in the
bgo in Fig. 65(b, c) display two obvious γs: they are electromagnetic because C ≈ S, and
neutral because there are no charged tracks pointing to the isolated peaks in the bgo. The
scintillation and Čerenkov signals in the fiber calorimeter behind the bgo show a single
broad structure: it is hadronic because (see Sec. 3.4) Čerenkov and scintillation signals are
not equal, the C − S difference fluctuates from channel-to-channel, and it has the shape of
a single hadronic particle.
The simplicity (and strength) of dual-readout in bgo is illustrated in Fig. 14(a) in which
the separate Čerenkov and scintillation signals from a single cosmic muon are shown [8]
from a digital oscilloscope. The Čerenkov side had a “black filter” passing only UV light,
and the scintillation side had a yellow filter appropriate for the emission spectrum of bgo.
However, it is clear that two separate readouts are not required, and that a single readout
with two timing gates, during which times the pulse is summed for scintillation light and
Čerenkov light, will also accomplish dual-readout of bgo. This is shown in Fig. 14 (b) on
the single digital oscilloscope pulse (pmt(ti )) from a bgo crystal: S = Σ115ns
i=50ns pmt(ti ) and
15ns
C = Σi=0 pmt(ti ) − 0.2 · S.
We have tested a bgo-dream configuration in e, π, and µ beams from 20 to 300 GeV at
CERN, in the beam line setup shown in Fig. 18, during July-August
2008.12 Simulations
√
√of
this calorimeter in ILCroot yield energy resolutions below 30%/ E for hadrons and 3%/ E
for electrons and photons which, together with the fine lateral spatial segmentation, will yield
very well-measured four-vectors.

The fiber calorimeter behind the BGO is a spatially fine-grained dual-readout fiber calorimeter with time-history readout at approximately 1 GHz to measure the neutron content of
a shower, make other particle identifications, and correct for small fiber attenuation. The
dual fibers are scintillation and Čerenkov for separation of hadronic and electromagnetic
components of hadronic showers, and are packed on a 2-mm grid of alternating S and C
fibers, and the fibers gathered over a (4cm)2 physical channel area at the front face to
define the tower structure. The calorimeter modules will have fibers up to their edges,
and constructed for sub-millimeter close packing, are projective to the origin with signal
and simulations are for BGO crystals.
12
These beam test data and the corresponding ILCroot simulations have allowed us to calibrate the fiber module
behind the crystal module, and therefore to answer the question raised by K. Hara at the DESY Calorimeter Review.
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Figure 15: The most direct dual-readout plot of Čerenkov signal vs. scintillation signal. On the
right are shown the simple linear relationships we use to analyze these data, describing a hadronic
shower having two parts: an em part and a non-em part, separately weighted by their respective
(e/h)S and (e/h)C values. [Data from Ref. [4](a)].

extraction on the outside so that the calorimeter system will approach full coverage without
cracks. The total calorimeter depth approaches 10λint . The energy resolution calculated in
ILCroot is now [6](g)
√
σE /E ≈ 29%/ E ⊕ 1.2%,

including jet reconstruction in the detector [6](f), which degrades the single-particle fullcalorimeter resolution from the mid-20% range to this 29% statistical term. The 1.2%
constant term probably derives from the slight non-uniformity of the fiber-to-absorber density
at the boundaries of the modules.
The dual-readout principle is to measure the electromagnetic fraction (fem ) in each event,
and directly correct for the different responses event-by-event. This is illustrated with data
in Fig. 15 showing the Čerenkov and scintillation responses for 100 GeV π − . For the dream
module, the separate average Čerenkov and scintillation responses are (e/h)C ≈ 4.7 and
(e/h)S ≈ 1.3 and, consequently, the Čerenkov signal (Q) and the scintillation signal (S)
are given by Equs. (1) and (2) in Fig. 15. This is the simplest formulation of hadronic
calorimeter response: an em part with response of unity, and a non-em part with response
(h/e). There are two unknowns in each shower, E and fem , and two measurements S and
Q. The electromagnetic fraction, fem , is determined entirely by the ratio Q/S, Equ. (3),
and the shower energy calculated as in Equ. (4).
The fiber dream module has been extensively tested (in a number of different ways),
but for our purposes here we show in Fig. 16(a) the Čerenkov response to 100 GeV π −
that is characteristic of a non-compensating sampling calorimeter. The response is broad,
asymmetric, and gets the wrong energy. All of these problems arise from the fact that
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the hadronic production of π 0 s and π ± s fluctuates from shower-to-shower. Since π 0 → γγ
exclusively, and the average response of the calorimeter is different for em particles and
hadronic particles (e/h 6= 1), these fluctuations lead to a degradation in energy response.
The different response for small slices in fem is shown in Fig. 16(b). Clearly, the broad
asymmetric Čerenkov response is just a sum of narrower Gaussian response functions for
each fem . This is the key to dual-readout.
The Čerenkov response for 200 GeV π − is shown in the sequence Fig. 16(c → d → e).
The raw response of a non-compensating single-readout calorimeter is Fig. 16(c). Using Equ.
(4) in Fig. 15, this dual-readout shower energy, E, is plotted in Fig. 16(d). Immediately,
we recover a Gaussian response that is narrower by a factor of 3 and approximately at the
correct energy. The dream module is 10λint deep but only ∼ 1.4λint in radius, and therefore
there are substantial leakage fluctuations (mostly neutrons) of about σleakage ≈ 4%. We can
suppress these leakage fluctuations by calculating fem in Equ. (3) asfem ≈ Q/Ebeam instead
of fem ≈ Q/Eshower . Fluctuations in S and Q are still present in fem but, effectively, the
leakage term has been set to zero. The dual-readout resolution with leakage suppressed is
shown in Fig. 16(e).
√
The resolutions in Figs.
16(d,e)
scale
in
energy
as
1/
√
√ E, as shown in Ref. [4](a) Figs.
30 and 22: σ/E ≈ 64%/ E ⊕ 0.6% and σ/E ≈ 20%/ E ⊕ 2%, respectively. Reality for a
large fiber dual-readout of the dream geometry√is between these two curves. The ILCroot
simulations [6](g) indicate we are closer to 20%/ E.
In addition to this raw energy
resolution, the hadronic response
of this dual-readout calorimeter
is demonstrated to be linear in
hadronic energy from 20 to 300
GeV having been calibrated only
with 40 GeV electrons [4]. We are
confident that this critical capability will be of paramount importance at the ILC in which a detector can only be calibrated with
45 GeV objects from Z 0 decay, but
must maintain a true energy up to
10 times this energy for physics.
The classical compensation mechanism [9] depends on the measurement of the MeV neutrons libFigure 17: Linearity of the hadronic response of the fiber erated in the break-up of nuclei,
dream module from 20-300 GeV. Open circles are for and this has been recently demonsingle-readout; solid circles are for dual-readout. [Data from strated in data and simulation by
Ref. [4](a)].
the GLD collaboration [10]. It
should be mentioned that one of
the original goals of dual-readout calorimetry was to achieve compensation without the
limitations on sampling fractions [11]. The resolution improvements achieved by measuring
the em fraction of each event makes obvious the next largest fluctuation in hadronic showers, the event-to-event fluctuations in the binding energy losses as hadronic particles of the
30

Figure 16: The energy resolution of a dual-readout calorimeter is potentially excellent due to
measurement of the em fraction in each hadronic shower. (a) the asymmetric and wide distribution
of the Čerenkov signal for 100 GeV π − ; (b) individual slices of fem show clearly that this distribution
is a sum of many much narrower distributions; (c) the distribution of the Čerenkov signal for 200
GeV hadrons. It is asymmetric, broad, and not centered at the beam energy; (d) the dual-readout
solution to E using equations (1-2) of Fig. 15; and, (e) the same solution for E, but with suppression
of the leakage fluctuations by calculating fem as (C/Ebeam ), instead of (C/Eshower ), and then using
Equs. (1-2). Note that fluctuations in S and the large statistical photo-electron (pe) dominated
fluctuations in C are still present in fem . [Data from Ref. [4](a)].
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(b)
Figure 18: (a) Dual-readout crystal and fiber calorimeter tests at CERN (Jul-Aug. 2008). The
beam (e− , π ± , µ± ) enters from the left in this image, encountering 6 × 6cm2 trigger counters, an
xy-beam chamber, the 100-crystal BGO array shown in this image, followed by the dream module
which is surrounded by eight large scintillating paddles to sample the leakage from the dream
module. Beams from 20 to 300 GeV were used in this test. This configuration is close to the 4th
proposed arrangement of a crystal dual-readout in front of a deep fiber dual-readout calorimeter
(but with the crystals aligned with the beam), and allows us to practice calibrating the fiber
calorimeter behind the crystal calorimeter, and to inter-calibrate the two detectors. This work is
done by the dream collaboration led by Richard Wigmans. (b) A sketch of the above setup.
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Figure 19: (a) The Čerenkov signal plotted against the neutron fraction, fn , showing the expected
anti-correlation between em and hadronic contents in hadronic showers; (b) the total Čerenkov
distribution of (a) projected on the vertical axis and, in addition, the separate distributions of
Čerenkov signal for three slices in the neutron fraction, fn . This is the analogous plot to 16 for
the electromagnetic fraction, fem , and represents the essential proof that the measured neutron
fraction can improve the energy response. [Data from Ref. [4](l)]

shower break up nuclei. These binding energy losses are correlated with the liberation of
MeV-energy neutrons (much like the spallation protons, but not accelerated away from the
nucleus). We measure these neutrons as they elastically scatter from protons in the scintillating fibers, np → np, the recoil proton ionization being the measured signal. The mean
neutron energy loss per scatter is En /2, and therefore the neutrons are quickly moderated
to keV energies. We sometimes have called this “triple readout”, being a third measurement
of a hadronic shower, and we successfully measure this neutron content of a shower by the
time-history of the scintillation signal since the MeV kinetic energy neutrons travel slowly
in the medium, vn ∼ 0.05c, and fill a larger volume of the calorimeter. We have measured
these neutrons in dream [4](l) and analyzed simulated events in ILCroot [6](g), achieving
consistent results between the dream data and the 4th simulations.
The following data from dream will illustrate this. The neutron fraction, fn , of a
hadronic shower can be simply measured by summing the scintillation signal from 20-40ns
[4](l) and dividing by the measured (dual-readout) shower energy. The total Čerenkov signal
from the dream module is plotted against this fn in Fig. 19(a) showing the expected anticorrelation between hadronic energy and electromagnetic energy. This same total Čerenkov
signal distribution is shown projected on the x-axis in Fig. 19(b) and it is broad and
asymmetric. Taking slices in fn , we see that this broad and asymmetric total distribution is
a sum of narrower Gaussian distributions, similar to what we found with fem , Fig. 16(b).
This measurement of fn can be used to improve the energy resolution. The raw Čerenkov distribution is shown (again) in Fig. 20(a). Correcting for fn yields the narrower
distribution in Fig. 20(b). The energy dependence of the resolution (rms/mean) for√the raw
and corrected distributions in Figs. 20(a,b) reveals that they both scale with 1/ E, and
that the fn -corrected resolution does not have an appreciable constant term, as shown in
Fig. 20(c).
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Figure 20: (a) The Čerenkov response of dream ; (b) the Čerenkov response after correction eventfor-event by the neutron fraction, fn ; and (c) the corresponding improvement in the resolution
(σQ /Q̄) as a function of hadron energy. [Data from Ref. [4](l)]

An analysis of the simulated jets in ILCroot also shows √
that using the neutron
√ measurement improves the energy resolution of jets from ∼ 34%/ E down to ∼ 29%/ E. In
fact, we have achieved a parity between the dream beam test data and the 4th dual-readout
simulations: these two sets of results agree and the simulations allow us to confidently extrapolate the dream data to a 4π detector. This performance achievement will be encountered
again in the “Physics Benchmarks” discussions, and will dominate the physics performance
on processes with jets. The currently achieved hadronic energy resolution that includes the
full 4th calorimeter configuration of BGO-crystal and dream fiber calorimeters together is
show in Fig. 21(a) as the ILCroot simulated energy response to 45 GeV π − . There are
essentially no tails, the response is Gaussian, and the raw resolution is σE /E ≈ 4%. The
scaling of this resolution with
√ energy from 5 to 45 GeV is shown in Fig. 21(b) with the
resolution σE /E ≈ 22.4%/ E ⊕ 2.2%. A full discussion of this calorimetry result is in the
LCWS08 talk by Di Benedetto [6](g)
We have come very close to the leakage-suppressed energy resolution in dream data
shown in Fig. 16(e). Some of this work is still in progress, and it should be noted that
fem and fn improvements in resolution are not uncorrelated. Nevertheless, we are satisfied
that the measured and simulated results are consistent and certainly good enough for physics
studies with 4th as a full e+ e− detector.
The fiber calorimeter is a copper matrix loaded with 1-mm diameter
scintillating and clear (for Čerenkov light) fibers. The angular transverse segmentation into
towers is approximately 1.4 degrees, with no longitudinal segmentation, and its depth is
1.5 meters, corresponding to a total absorption length of roughly 7.3 λ. It has a projective
geometry, and the two endcaps have an exact spherical shape following the tracking chamber.
Calorimeter layout
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(a)

(b)

Figure 21: (a) Simulated energy response resolution √
of the BGO+fiber calorimeter to 45 GeV π − ;
(b) scaling of the energy resolution, σE /E = 22.4%/ E ⊕ 2.2%. [Simulations from Ref. [6](f) and
(g)]

It covers the whole solid angle down to θ ≈ 2.8 degrees. Fig. 22 shows the azimuthal
projection at z = 0 and the r − z projection of the hadronic calorimeter.
The basic building block of the
fiber calorimeter is a projective
tower. There are a total of about
1600 fibers per tower. The dimensions of the inner faces of the towers in the barrel section depend on
the θ angle, ranging from about
(4.4 cm)2 at θ=90 degrees up to
about 6.3 × 4.4 cm2 at θ = 45 degrees. The outer face of a tower
has a size almost twice that of
the inner side. The towers on the
endcap section cover a perfectly
spherical surface. The scintillating fibers and the Cerenkov fibers
are grouped, at the outer side, in
separate bunches and readout by Figure 22: Azimuthal segmentation of the hadronic
their respective photoconverter de- calorimeter at z = 0. There are 256 towers in each of the 32
tectors. The total number of tow- slices in θ. At left the r − z projection, where one can see
ers is 16384 in the barrel section the segmentation of 32 concentric tower arrangements of the
and 7450 in the endcaps.
end cap. In blue are the contours of the CluCou chamber.
The dual-readout crystal calori- The space between the chamber and the fiber calorimeter
meter is in front of the fiber is filled with the crystal (em) calorimeter.
calorimeter, is fully projective, and
extends from 150.4 cm to 178.5 cm radially in the barrel region, and from 212.7 cm to 241.0
cm in the endcap region, including the thickness of the photo-converters and the carbon fiber
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supports.
The basic building block of the crystal calorimeter is a projective crystal (BGO is being
considered, in spite of its cost) approximately 25 cm long. Due to the projective geometry,
the dimensions of the faces of the crystals in the barrel depend on the θ angle. The inner
faces range from about 0.9 × 0.9 cm2 at θ = 90 degrees to approximately 1.3 × 0.9 cm2 at
θ = 4 degrees. The outer faces range from 1.0 × 1.0 cm2 at θ = 90 degrees to 1.4 × 1.0 cm2 at
θ = 45 degrees. The dimensions of the inner faces of the crystals in the endcaps are 1.3 × 1.0
cm2 and the dimensions of the outer faces are 1.5 × 1.1 cm2 . The total number of crystals is
262144 in the barrel section and 119200 in the endcaps. There are 4 × 4 crystals in front of
each tower of the fiber calorimeter.13
2.2.3

Magnetic field configuration and the muon system

The field pattern of the dual solenoids is shown in Fig. 23 with a far more detailed discussion
of the magnetic design is given in the note “Solenoid Design,” A. Mikhailichenko (Appendix
A). The inner solenoid has ∼ 33 MA-turns and the outer solenoid has ∼ 16 MA-turns. The
coil at the end of the inner solenoid acts as a Helmholtz coil and has ∼ 8 MA-turns and
resides in the same cryo-volume as the main coil. Thus, the outer solenoid is easier except
for its size. Rutherford-type cable caring 20 kA is used in both solenoids whose short sample
critical current in a Helium bath is ∼ 40 kA for safety margin of 2.0. The Helmholtz coil
safety margins are tighter in the external layers, so we may use a small fraction of Nb3 Sn or,
alternatively, we could slightly increase the coil size. We propose to collaborate with Budker
Institute and their development of technology tested successfully on a smaller scale both for
scientific robustness and cost, as noted in Ref. [6](b).
The muon system consists of essentially a spectrometer between the dual solenoids14
whose magnetic field configuration is shown in Fig. 23. This field configuration is easy
to obtain and provides a uniform tracking field, a second reverse-bending of muons which
penetrate the calorimeter, a radial component of B to bend very low angle muons, a flux
return determined entirely by conductors, and zero fringe field [6](b).
The CMS-style conductors are shown in Fig. 25 for a relatively compact solenoid. The
field quality is excellent as shown in Fig. 28 in which each color gradation is ∆B/B ≈ 6·10−5,
leading to 10−3 variation inside ±1.5m and < 1.4 · 10−4 inside ±1.2m. The mapping of the
field will be done with NMR probes throughout the entire volume of the detector with
absolute accuracy < 10−4 . The field uniformity is shown for slightly elongated solenoids in
Fig. 26. and with a completely safe peak B fields inside the superconducting cables, as
shown in a blow-up of the region of the Helmholtz coils at the ends of the inner solenoid in
Fig. 27. A view of the dual solenoids in their cyrostats in the IR is shown in Fig. 24.
The magnetic field in this air volume between the two solenoids will back-bend the muons
for a second momentum measurement (after the calorimeter) to achieve high precision without the limitation of multiple scattering in F e. This field is filled with the same technology
CluCou wires (within tubes, as in atlas) will be read-out by cluster timing electronics, and
therefore also serve as a continuous volume time monitor of all activity outside the calorime13
These numbers are for crystals of (1 cm)2 front face, but we may choose (2 cm)2 crystals, lowering the channel
counts by a factor of 4.
14
The B field in this region is B ≈ −1.5T and with drift tubes read out similarly to CluCou, we will make
excellent measurements of the momenta of particles exiting the 10 λint of calorimeter. In contrast, a muon in iron is
fundamentally limited to a momentum resolution of 10%, at best, independent of field and measurement precision.
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Figure 23: The magnetic field configuration of the dual solenoids. The central tracking field is
Bz = 3.5T, the reverse field between the solenoids is Bz = −1.5T, and the field is symmetric in φ
and smooth everywhere in θ. The field can be exactly reversed to cancel detector asymmetries in
high-precision quark asymmetry measurements, and the fringe field is essentially zero. The main
problem is the construction of the larger solenoid.

ter. If anomalously ionizing particles appear outside the calorimeter, the 3.5% dE/dx specific
ionization measurement by cluster-counting may provide some particle identification for these
particles.
This open magnetic geometry also allows final focus (FF) elements inside the detector
and both openness and flexibility for a future γγ-collider option. The dual-solenoids allow a
~ field everywhere, and therefore a cancellation of detector-induced asymmereversal of the B
tries in the measurements of c, b quark asymmetries. This also applies to τ + τ − polarization
~ field. A zero-field detector
measurements. The dual-solenoids allow running at reduced B
has been advocated and implemented by several groupss, notably D0 at Fermilab and UA2
at CERN, on the grounds that a magnetic field spreads the charged particles in φ making jet
reconstruction more difficult. Others argue15 that a weak field Bz ∼ 1T to measure the sign
of e± , µ± is sufficient for good physics and to thereafter rely on calorimetry for high-precision
four-vectors. The 4th design allows running at any field16 up to the maximum of Bz = 3.5T.
We note in Sec. 5 many further scientific and machine benefits of an iron-free detector.
We have not been able to marshal the resources to fully study and justify these claims.
However, some of them are self-evident and some are still contentious. The more subtle and
complicated benefits of our iron-free detector will be addressed in Sec. 5 and later in the
coming months.
A final unique feature of 4th is that every subsystem makes measurements in a spatial
volume (e.g., a calorimeter volume or a tracking channel volume) that are digitized at 1 GHz
or faster for the entire inter-bunch period of 337 ns, and therefore there is never a nanosecond
during which nearly every cubic centimeter of the detector is not being watched. This has
15
16

R. Wigmans.
The CluCou time-distance relationship changes only a little, and in a predictable way, for lower fields.
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Figure 24: Cut view of the two solenoids and
their supports.

Figure 25: Detail of the conductors in the dual
solenoids.

proven powerful in dual-readout and in cluster-counting, but we believe it will also reward us
in assessing machine backgrounds, ‘flyers’, stray beam, albedo, etc., during physics running.
It will also be useful in the event that massive slow particles are produced, or particles with
long mean lifetimes (τ ∼ µs →ms), whose decay products pass through the tracking system
and the calorimeter. We will be able to see the signals they generate, as if in a slow motion
movie.
We are studying many variations in the dual-solenoid field, illustrated in Figs. 29 and
30 with the “wall of coils” shaped to match the field flow, also resulting in an exceptionally
uniform field in the tracking region (∆B/B = 0.1% per color), and with a maximum field
intensity at the superconducting cable of only 5.003T (red regions), and hence easily buildable
with CMS conductors and without risk, but with more complicated mechanical supports.
We follow the work of the FCAL Collaboration and find no inconsistencies in the forward geometry that would lead to a problem for 4th. With a more
detailed whole-detector design of 4th, we will incorporate the FCAL calorimeters.
Forward calorimeters

Muon layout The basic element of the muon spectrometer is a proportional Aluminum
tube with a radius of 2.3 cm. The tube is filled with a gas mixture of 90% Helium − 10%
Isobutane for a total drift time of about 2µs at a gain of about 105 (if necessary, faster
gas can be used to contain the total drift time within one single bunch crossing at the
expense, though, of not being able to apply the technique of the cluster timing described
for the tracking chamber). The barrel part consists of 3 staves, each containing 20 layers
of tubes of 4 meters length. Therefore, the total length of the barrel is 12 meters, covering
the range of ±45 degrees in θ, while the total number of tubes in the barrel is 31500. The
chambers are mounted into 12 trapezoidal sectors all made of only 2 building blocks. The
three longitudinal staves have the corresponding drift tubes ganged together and are read
at both ends for the longitudinal position measurement with current division. The endcaps
have a dodecagonal shape, perfectly matching the front shape of the barrel. Each endcap
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Figure 26: The spatial uniformity of the B field
is excellent, and very acceptable for the tracking
system. The fringe field is essentially zero.

Figure 27: Detail of the field intensity in the
Helmholtz ends, showing a completely acceptable peak field of B = 5.08 T.

is made of 3 planar sectors rotated by 120 degrees with respect to each other in order to
have three independent projections, each of 6 tubes. Here also the drift tubes are maximum
4 m length and, where this length is exceeded, the corresponding tubes are ganged. The
total number of tubes in each endcap is thus 4320. The total number of tubes in the muon
spectrometer is 40140. Fig. 31 shows one stave of the barrel and one endcap of the Muon
Spectrometer. The high modularity of the detector assures, by mechanical constraints, a
good positioning of the individual drift tubes, thus avoiding a very costly and complicated
optical alignment system as in atlas.
The data acquisition in 4th is unchanged since the Detector Outline Document (DOD) and its discussion as defined by P. Le
Dû. The main diagram (not updated) is shown in Fig. 32. What is new since the DOD is the
effort in the dream collaboration on the readout of both crystal and fiber calorimeters. We
expect to improve the BGO readout and the fiber readout with fast photo-converters [42],
digitizers, zero-suppression electronics and an integrated readout. All of this will greatly
simplify and make the realization of the trigger-less DAQ in the diagram in Fig. 32 easier
to attain.

Data acquisition (daq) and front-end electronics

Detector Calibration in the Beams with a Giga-Z 0 sample:

The high precision instruments in these detectors will require continual calibration in the beams with particles, and
the physical objects with absolute mass, energy-momentum, or time are the π 0 (and its
velocity-of-light photons), the K 0 and Λ, the ψ and Υ, and the W and Z, and their decay
products. Relative calibrations, such as balancing a jet against a better measured photon,
are also possible. Momentum measurements depend on the spatial alignment of the tracking system elements over distances of order centimeters to meters. Energy measurements
depend on the calibrated response of a calorimeter volume to the energy losses of known
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(a)

(b)

Figure 28: The B field quality is excellent: (a) each color gradation is ∆B/B ≈ 6 · 10−5 ; and, (b)
the main axial field Bz goes to zero at 7.5m.

Figure 29: The dual-solenoid with curved endwall coils showing a maximum field intensity
of only 5.003 T, lower than the CMS-like 5T
solenoid design.
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Figure 30: The dual-solenoid with curved endwall coils, and still excellent field uniformity in
the tracking region. Each color gradation is
∆B/B = 0.1%.

Figure 32: The layout of the daq for 4th for the Detector Outline Document (2006). This triggerless data acquisition is made possible by fast front-end electronics and preferable for a bias-free
experiment.

particles. These can be accomplished in all detectors by accumulating a large sample of
well-understood events (e+ e− → Z 0 ) with decay products whose momenta and energies are
precisely known. The accumulation of 109 Z 0 decays under stable conditions will be sufficient
for the 4th detector to be completely calibrated for physics.
The first principle in Sec. 2.1, independence of detector subsystems, makes calibrations
easier since calibration of the calorimeter, for example, has negligible correlation with the
tracks measured in the tracking system. Checks and background rejections will make use of
the tracker, but the calibration itself will be independent.
are achievable with Z → e+ e− , µ+ µ− , τ + τ − (→ π ± , e± , µ± and
jj. We have tested the ability to calibrate the fiber module behind the BGO crystals with
the CERN test beam data taken in the configuration17 shown in Fig. 18. The BGO crystals
in front were calibrated directly with e− at 50 GeV.
About one-half of all pions incident on this BGO+fiber calorimeter pass through the
∼ 1λint BGO without interacting and are therefore a sample for direct pion calibration.18
Jets are far more numerous than single pions, and can also be used but depend on the
measured deposit in the BGO. This has been done in dream data, but it is less direct
[4](o).
Calorimeter calibrations

17
The one difference is the orientation of the BGO crystals in the test, since we lacked funding and available effort
for a fully-equipped crystal matrix. These crystals were read out on the side by four large-area PMTs.
18
At the Calorimeter Review (DESY, June 2007) we were asked by K. Hara to outline a procedure for calibration
of the fiber calorimeter while it sits behind the BGO calorimeter.
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There is a low rate of muon
bremsstrahlung, µ → µγ, inside
the volume of the calorimeter, and
measuring the muon momentum
before and after the calorimeter
gives the em energy inside the
calorimeter. This can be used for
calibration, or at least as a check of
other calibrations. Single muons,
either cosmic or from Z decay, are
also a mip check of the calibration.
will
use high-momentum charged tracks,
the same sample to be used for the
tracker calibration.
Pixel vertex calibrations

are completely secured by Z → anycharged-tracks. CluCou itself is
self-calibrating in the sense that
there is one t0 for each event, the
gas is in equilibrium throughout
the chamber, and the maximum Figure 31: Schematic view of one stave of the barrel muon
drift time is constant for all wires. spectrometer and one end cap. Only a few tubes have been
CluCou calibrations

drawn.

by
Z → µ µ are best because their
timing and origin are known.
Muon system calibrations
+ −
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3

The Performance of the 4th detector

The performance of each component of the 4th detector with full simulation and reconstruction on single particles or jets is shown in this section. The Virtual Montecarlo, one of
the many unique features of the ILCroot package19 , allows us to switch from one transport
system to another at runtime and we have simulated all the calorimetry and jet studies with
Fluka, and all the tracking studies with either Geant3 (when space precision is important)
or on Geant4 (when soft secondaries or energy losses are important).
3.1

Tracking performance (with and without beam backgrounds)

The spatial resolution of the pixel vertex detector after cluster finding is shown in Fig.
33. Single cluster resolutions of 3.6 µm and
4.3 µm are obtained, respectively, in the
transverse and longitudinal direction for single muons passing through the vertex detector. The geometrical efficiency as a function
of the polar angle θ in the combined tracking
system (vertex detector and drift chamber)
is shown in Fig. 34 for reconstructable tracks,
defined as tracks with a distance of closest
approach to the origin less than 3.5 cm and
with at least 10 hits in the drift chamber or
4 hits in the vertex detector. Such tracks
have an almost 100% probability to be successfully reconstructed by the pattern recognition + Kalman filter process. As Fig. 34
shows, the tracking system of 4th has a geometric coverage down to about 8o , which can
be further improved with the addition of a
Forward Silicon Tracker (not implemented Figure 33: Spatial resolutions of the pixel verin the present studies).
tex detector for reconstructed clusters from single
The performance of the Kalman filter on muon tracks. [Sim.]
reconstructable tracks is shown in Fig. 35 as
a function of the transverse momentum of muons up to 1 GeV/c. Finally, the resolutions
obtained for the 5 track parameters after the pattern recognition and the Kalman filter are
shown in Figs. 36 and 37 as functions of PT and θ, respectively, of single muons in the
range from 0 to 200 GeV/c. The parameters from Gaussian fits to the above distributions
are summarized in the table included in Fig. 36.
Beam pair background is a major concern
for any experiment at an ILC machine, because the vertex detector and the central tracker
are very close to the Interaction Point. A large occupancy of the innermost layers of either of
the two tracking detectors would impair the tracking capability of the detector. Therefore,
Tracking performance with beam background

19

Details in Appendix B.
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Figure 34: Geometric efficiency of the tracking systems as a function of θ angle for single
muons. [Sim.]

Figure 35: Reconstruction efficiency of the
tracking systems as a function of PT for single
muons. [Sim.]

we have studied the effects of beam background on the e+ e− → tt̄ → 6 jets with a dedicated
simulation. Fig. 38 shows the PT spectrum of the tracks in e+ e− → tt̄ → 6 jets events and
including 100 beam-crossings.
It is evident that, even in the
optimistic case of only 10 beamcrossings integrated by the vertex detector, below 250 MeV half
of the reconstructed tracks belong
to beam background. The 4th
collaboration has chosen a special
combination of cell size, gas and
high voltage for the drift chamber so that the maximum drift
time (about 300 nsec) is less than
the time between two consecutive
beam bunch crossings. As a consequence, only one beam-crossing is
integrated by this device. On the
other side, we do not know yet the
Figure 38: PT spectrum for e+ e− → tt̄ → 6 jets events technology of choice for the ver(red curve) and beam pair background corresponding to tex detector and, consequently, the
100 integrated beam-crossings (black curve). [Sim.]
number of beam-crossings the device will integrate. Therefore, we
decided to study the effect of beam background on e+ e− → tt̄ → 6 jets events simulating
only one beam-crossing for the drift chamber and three different cases for the vertex detector
with 10, 50 and 100 beam-crossings.
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Figure 36: Resolution of the five track parameters , σ(1/p), σθ , σφ , σd , and σz , as a function of PT for
single muons. The results of fits are summarized in the table, units of pT are GeV/c. [Sim.]
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Figure 37: Resolution of four track parameters, σ(1/p), σθ , σφ , and σz , as a function of θ for single
muons. [Sim.]

The e+ e− → tt̄ → 6 jets events have been generated with PandorPythia at s = 500 GeV. The beam pair background has been generated with the Guinea
Pig generator assuming the nominal beam parameters (nbunch = 2820; emittx = 10; emitty
= 0.040; βx = 21; βy = 0.4). Full simulation, digitization and reconstruction is performed.
The digits from the simulation of the two event samples have been added in the digitization
step. The normal steps of pattern recognition and Kalman filter are applied thereafter.

Simulation
√ details

Fig. 39 shows the occupancy of the vertex detector (left plot) for
the case of 1 signal event (black curve) and 100 integrated beam-crossings (red curve) and
of the drift chamber (right plot) for 1 signal event (black curve) and 1 beam-crossing (red
curve). The plot is easily scalable for any number of beam-crossings. The innermost layer of
the vertex detector receives a contribution from the beam pair backgrounds corresponding
to about 200 hits/beam-crossing that can be compared to about 70 hits/beam-crossing for
a e+ e− → tt̄ → 6 jets event. The innermost layer density of hits is about 0.02/mm2 /beamcrossing. The occupancy of the beam background in the drift chamber is lower by one order
of magnitude than the occupancy due to the e+ e− → tt̄ → 6 jets events.
Detector occupancy

Fig. 40 compares the tracking efficiency of the combined vertex detector +
drift chamber system with and without beam pair backgrounds and for different values of the
magnetic field. The SiD vertex detector radial dimensions have been scaled accordingly to the
magnetic field used. In this study, the drift chamber integrates only one beam-crossing while
the vertex detector has either 10 or 100 beam-crossings. The left plot shows the tracking
efficiency as a function of the transverse momentum of the track for a magnetic field of 3.5
Reconstruction
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Figure 39: Occupancy of the vertex detector (left plot) for the case of 1 signal event (black curve)
and 100 integrated beam-crossing(red curve), and of the drift chamber (right plot) for 1 signal event
(black curve) and 1 beam-crossing (red curve). [Sim.]

T while the right plot is for the 5 T case. The plots show also the transverse momentum
acceptance of the drift chamber which is about 120 MeV (at 90% efficiency) for the the 3.5
T and 160 MeV for 5 T. At a field of 3.5 T and with 10 bunch crossings integrated in the
vertex detector, the tracking efficiency is unaffected for tracks with transverse momentum
above 200 MeV.
The drift chamber plus vertex detector tracking efficiency as a function of the number of
beam-crossings integrated in the vertex detector is shown in Fig. 41 for the two magnetic
field cases considered. The red points are for B=3.5 T while the black points correspond
to B=5.0 T. Finally, Fig. 42 shows the tracking efficiency and the fake track fraction as a
function of the transverse momentum of the track for the most challenging situation of 100
integrated beam-crossings. A fake track is defined as one being reconstructed with either at
least one fake cluster from the vertex detector or at least 10% of fake clusters in the drift
chamber. The fraction of fake tracks observed in this study is 1% for tracks with pT < 1
GeV and is negligible at higher values of the transverse momentum. The total tracking
efficiency as a function of the number of beam-crossings integrated in the vertex detector
is shown in Fig. 41 for the two magnetic field cases considered. We observed no effects
caused by the beam background on the resolution of the reconstructed tracks belonging to
e+ e− → tt̄ → 6 jets events. The only effect we observe is a negligible loss of efficiency
for tracks with PT < 200 MeV which is a range where most of the tracks in the trigger are
from beam pairs rather than physics. Therefore, we conclude that the 4th detector design
is extremely robust against beam pair backgrounds at least up to a number of integrated
beam-crossings of 100.
3.2

Calorimeter performance

We have studied the performance of the fiber calorimeter in a stand-alone mode (namely,
with no crystal calorimeter in front) with both single hadrons and di-jet events. The left
plot of Fig. 43 shows the energy resolution for single pions from 20 GeV to 300 GeV. At the
highest energy of 300 GeV we observed some punch-through of the hadronic shower from
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Figure 40: Tracking efficiency as a function of the transverse momentum of the track for a magnetic
field of 3.5 T (left) and 5 T (right). The plots show also the transverse momentum acceptance of
the drift chamber which is about 120 MeV (at 90% efficiency) for the the 3.5 T case and 160 MeV
for the 5 T case. The black curve is for no background, the red and blue curves are for background,
respectively, of 10 and 100 beam-crossings in the vertex detector. See text for details. [Sim.]

the back of the calorimeter, with some loss of energy. However, such highly energetic single
pions are hardly found at ILC.
The stochastic term is 25.6% while the constant term is 1.5%. A more complete study
of the calorimeter response shows that the source of the constant term in the resolution is
mostly caused by the non-uniform distribution of the fibers at the edges of the wedge shaped
tower forming the building block of the hadronic calorimeter. Therefore, we are confident
that with a different layout of the tower we will be able to lower such a contribution to the
constant term.
The right plot of Fig. 43 shows the energy response of the hadronic calorimeter for single
pions from 20 GeV to 300 GeV. The response of the calorimeter is almost perfectly linear
showing that the three calibration constants obtained with electrons and pions at only one
energy are, indeed, energy independent. The light punch-through for pions at 300 GeV is
noticeable in the wider error bar for the point at 300 GeV. The fit parameters indicate that
the calibration is off by about 20 MeV and the energy scale is accurate at 0.1%.
Fig. 44 shows the energy resolution and the calorimeter response as a function of the
energy in the center-of-mass for di-jets events. This device is demonstrated to be linear in
hadronic energy from 60 to 500 GeV. The deviation from the perfect linearity for di-jets is
plotted in Fig. 44 which shows that response is linear within a few percent. The linearity
indicates that it is sufficient to calibrate the calorimeter with particles of one energy only.
This is, again, a direct consequence of the independence of the calibration constants from
the energy.
The plots show that the ILC goal on the jet energy resolution is achieved and the calorimeter is demonstrated to be linear in hadronic energy from 60 to 500 GeV.
In the energy resolution, the stochastic term is 30% while the constant term is 1.6%. Even
in the case of jets, the response of the calorimeter is very linear and the calibration constants
are independent of the energy. When the jets are disentangled using the jet reconstruction
algorithm, the resolution is slightly degraded by mis-assignment of some energy deposits.
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Figure 41: Tracking efficiency as a function of
the number of beam-crossings integrated in the
vertex detector. The red points are for B=3.5
T while the black points correspond to B=5 T.
[Sim.]

Figure 42: Tracking efficiency (black curve) and
the fake-track rate (red curve) as a function of
pT . [Sim.]

We use a Durham-type algorithm in order to evaluate the performance of the jet-finding
strategy.
The energy resolution for reconstructed single jets, after the jet algorithm has been applied, are shown in Fig. 45. These resolutions are from Gaussian fits to the pulse height
distributions and their mean values are centered at the nominal energy of the jet (ECM /2),
like in the previous case, when no jet finder was applied.
The energy dependence of the energy resolution, obtained when the two jets are independently reconstructed, is shown in Figure 45 (left plot) along with the calorimeter response
(right plot).
√
These studies show that the goal of σE /E = 30%/ E is reached by the dual-readout
calorimeters with time history proposed by the 4th collaboration.
We have studied the
performance of the combination crystal+fiber calorimeter with single particles and with
jets which parallels the measurements of dream in the apparatus shown in Fig. 18. A
comparison of ILCroot simulations (using Fluka as transport systems) and dream test
beam data is shown in Fig. 46 and Fig 47, respectively, for the Čerenkov and scintillation
signals together with the corresponding simulations.
The dream and the simulation plots are for 300 GeV π + in bgo+fiber module, and show
the total energy distribution. The event population near the beam energy are those particles
that penetrate the 1 λint bgo crystal array without interaction and deposit nearly their full
energy in the fiber dream . The broader population at lower energy are those events which
interact in the bgo and share their shower between the crystal and fiber modules. In the
dream module a fraction of the neutrons escape the small module. Therefore, in order to
compare our simulation with dream data we need to throw away the neutron component,
so we show for the simulation only the ‘prompt’ scintillation signal. The agreement between
The performance of the crystal and fiber calorimeters combined
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Figure 43: Energy resolution (left) and response function (right) for single pions from 20 to 300
GeV in the dual-readout fiber calorimeter. [Sim.]
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Figure 44: Energy resolution (left) and energy response (right) for the dual-readout calorimeter
including neutron measurements, for di-jet events. The total visible energy is plotted. [Sim.]

data and simulations is good accounting for the several differences in bgo depth, the different
geometries, and the leakage in the data.
We show in Fig. 48 the energy response distributions for dream data (left plot) and
the ILCroot simulation (right plot) for a 200 GeV π + . The effect of lateral leakage of the
shower in the dream module is about 4% while that contribution to the fluctuations in the
simulation of the 4th 4π complete calorimeter system is negligible. The energy resolution of
the dream data is 4.18% (dominated by 4% leakage fluctuations), while the 4th calorimeter
is about 2.62% (no leakage) at 200 GeV. Taking into account the different layout between the
data and the simulations (most notably, the depth of crystals in DREAM is 28 cm vs 25 cm
for the 4th proposal), the agreement between data and simulations is excellent. Furthermore,
the effect of compensation of the electromagnetic and hadronic fluctuations is well decribed
by the Gaussian response of the energy distributions in both the real and simulated data.
These single-particle tests of the bgo+fiber calorimeter system of 4th are important to
establish the purely instrumental performance before we proceed to the more complicated
physics processes. In summary, the single e− and single π − energy resolutions, response
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Figure 45: Energy resolution (left) and energy response linearity (right) for single jets. [Sim.]
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Figure 46: The distributions of the Čerenkov signal for a 300 GeV π + beam from DREAM test
beam (left, ) and from the 4th Concept calorimeter simulated with Fluka (right). [Data from
dream , Sim. from ILCroot.]

linearity, and deviation from linearity from 5 to 200 GeV are shown in Figs. 49 and 50,
respectively. The same is shown for di-jets in Fig. 51 from 60 to 500 GeV. These are
summarized in Table 3.2 below for e− , π − , and jets that are reconstructed in ILCroot with our
standard algorithm: The unconventional dependence on E better represents the simulated
Particle
species
electrons
pions
jets

Gaussian resolution
stochastic term
1.7%/E 0.48
19.1%/E√0.43
30.8%/ E

σE /E
constant term
⊕ 0.1%
⊕ 0.3%
⊕ 1.4%

results, and we choose to present the resolutions this way.
One particle identification statistic in the fiber calorimeter depends just on the scintillation (S) and the Čerenkov signals, which differ for e± , µ± , and π ± , as discussed purely with
dream data in Sec. 3.4. With the simulation, Figure 52 shows the distribution of S vs. C
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Figure 47: The distributions of the scintillation signal for a 300 GeV π + beam from dream test
beam (left) and from the 4th calorimeter simulated with Fluka (right). [Data from dream , Sim.
from ILCroot.]
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Figure 48: The distribution of the reconstructed energy from the dream module (left plot) for a 200
GeV π + and from the 4th calorimeter simulated in ILCroot with Fluka (right). Note bene: the data
are “cleaner” than the simulation, a reversal of the usual data-montecarlo comparison, because the
dream module is simple (fiber density is constant) whereas the simulation is exceedingly detailed
to the level of individual fibers. We actually see a small constant term in the simulation due to
fiber placement at the edges of the modules.
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Figure 49: Single electron energy resolution, response function and the deviation from perfect
linearity from 5 to 200 GeV in the combined crystal and fiber calorimeter. [Sim.]

Figure 50: Single pion energy resolution, response function and the deviation from perfect linearity
from 5 to 200 GeV in the combined crystal and fiber calorimeter. [Sim.]

energy for muons (red dots), pions (blue dots) and electrons (black dots) reconstructed in the
fiber calorimeter. A simple approach uses the distribution of (S − C)/(S + C) for the three
species is shown in Figure 53. The long tail in the muon curve represents the contribution
from muons undergoing bremsstrahlung in the calorimeter.
In Sec. 3.4 we describe (mostly with data) all of the particle identification capabilities of
4th, although most have not yet been incorporated into the analysis package.
3.3

Muon spectrometer performance

Only tracks that have already been reconstructed in the tracking and pixel vertex chambers are extrapolated up to the inner layer the muon spectrometer, and their parameters
are estimated at the entrance to the spectrometer, i.e., just after the inner solenoid. The
reconstruction is then performed by a Kalman Filter.
Figures 54 and 55 show the transverse momentum resolution as a function of momentum
for single muons reconstructed in the muon spectrometer with momentum range, respectively,
of 0-200 GeV/c and 0-20 GeV/c. Figure 56 shows the transverse momentum resolution
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Figure 51: Di-jet energy resolution and the response function for di-jets events from 60 to 500 GeV
in the combined crystal and fiber calorimeter. [Sim.]

only for those muons with momentum smaller than 20 GeV/c, which is the region where
the measurements are most affected by multiple scattering. Finally, Figure 57 shows the
reconstruction efficiency as a function of the momentum for tracks not crossing the cracks of
the Muon Spectrometer (namely |λ| < 0.75 and |λ − 0.4| > 0.05) and that have been already
successfully reconstructed in the DCH.
In summary, the resolution of the Muon
Transverse Momentum resolution
Spectrometer for higher momentum tracks
−3
−1
250
is σ(1/pt ) = 1.6 × 10 (GeV/c) , while
for lower momentum tracks it is dominated
200
by the multiple scattering in the aluminum
tubes. The reconstruction efficiency is 94%
150
for muons with momentum above 7 GeV and
not entering the cracks of the detector.
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Physics measurements often depend on the
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efficiency and the purity of an event ensemble, and the efficiency is a product of several
factors for the isolation and identification of Figure 56: Pt resolution for isolated muons reconeach event feature. The 4th detector has structed in the muon spectrometer with momenbeen designed from the beginning with par- tum range 0-20 GeV/c. [Sim.]
ticle identification in mind, knowing that we
may be seeking small signals and that, in
this sense, particle identification efficiency is equivalent to luminosity.
The 4th detector is rich in particle identification measurements of which several are new
in high energy physics. Seven of these are demonstrated with test beam data from the
dream collaboration, one is demonstrated in cosmic muon test data, and the remaining are
achieved in ILCroot. Not all are independent, but as a whole they cover all partons of the
standard theory. We list 13 particle identification and discrimination techniques in 4th.
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Figure 52: Scintillation versus Čerenkov energy for muons (red dots), pions (blue dots) and electrons (black
dots). [Sim.]
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Figure 53: Probability Density Function for muons, pions
and electrons in the fiber calorimeter. [Sim.]

Scintillation (S) and Čerenkov (C) The leptonic decays of W and Z and, expectantly,
the decays of more exotic particles, yield isolated e± , π ± and µ± , for example, from such
decays as W → eν, Z → τ + τ − , and subsequent τ ± → π ± ν, e± νν, µ± νν, etc. It is essential
that these species be cleanly separated from each other in a detector.
(i) S vs. C: The distributions of S vs. C for π − (at 50 GeV) and e− (at 40 GeV) are
shown in Fig. 58. The energy calibration is defined by electrons at 40 GeV, that is, the
calibration constant between ADC and GeV is set so that the means in S and C are both
at 40 GeV. In the dual-readout calorimeters, both the scintillation signal (S) that measures
all charged particles including nuclear spallation protons, and the Čerenkov signal (C) that
measures predominantly the e± generated in electromagnetic showers from π 0 → γγ decay,
are measured simultaneously. Since S and C respond differently to em and hadronic showers,
a plot of S vs. C yields a clear two-dimensional separation of e± and π ± . Specifically,
for electromagnetic showers, S ≈ C, whereas S > C for hadronic showers. This same
distribution simulated in ILCroot is shown in Fig. 52.
(ii) Fluctuations in (S − C): The S and C signals in (i) are the sums of the channels
that constitute the shower. A nearly independent discriminator between em and hadronic
showers is the channel-by-channel deviations of S from C, for which the chi-squared χ2S−C =
P
2
k [(Sk − Ck )/σk ] is small for electromagnetic showers and large for hadronic showers, with
σk the expected rms variation of (Sk − Ck ), and k the channel index. This chi-squared is
shown in Fig. 60 for (a) electrons and (b) pions at 50 GeV, and (c) pions at 200 GeV. These
are unpublished data from the test in Ref. [4](a).
(iii) (S-C) vs. (S+C)/2: The dual-readout fiber calorimeter provides a positive identification of a µ± shown in Fig. 61 as particles with (S − C) ≈ 1 GeV independent of the
degree of radiation inside the calorimeter, and (S + C)/2 ≈ energy radiated by a muon, or
the energy deposit by a pion shower, inside the calorimeter. The difference S − C measures
only the non-radiative energy loss of a muon, with mean < dE/dx >≈ 1.1 GeV, which is
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Figure 54: Transverse momentum resolution as
a function of the momentum for isolated muons
reconstructed in the muon spectrometer with
momentum range 0-200 GeV/c. [Sim.]

Figure 55: pt resolution as a function of the
momentum for isolated muons reconstructed in
the muon spectrometer with momentum range
0-20 GeV/c. [Sim.]
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Figure 57: Reconstruction efficiency of the Global Tracker as a function of the momentum for tracks
not crossing the cracks of the Muon Spectrometer that have been already reconstructed in DCH.
[Sim.]

exactly the energy loss expected in the 2-meter Cu-fiber dream module.
There are two particle identifications that derive from
the time-history of the scintillating fibers digitized in approximately 1 ns bins:
(iv) S pulse duration: The duration of the scintillation pulse (the full-width of the pulse
Time-history of scintillation light:
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Figure 58: Raw data of scintillation signal (S)
vs. Čerenkov signal (C) for two runs: 50 GeV
π − and 40 GeV e− . The oval e− response gives
the relative S vs. C resolutions that are dominated by spatial sampling and Čerenkov photoelectron statistics, respectively. The pion “banana” is typical of the dual-readout response.
For charged tracks measured in the tracking
system, these combined S and C dual-readout
measurements provide the first level of e± − π ±
discrimination. [Data.]

Figure 59: The PMT pulse duration calculated
as full-width-at-one-fifth-maximum (FWFM)
for e± and π ± at 80 GeV. These data are
from the SPACAL module [9], a Pb-scintillating
fiber module similar to the scintillating fibers
of dream . The spatial and time-duration of
electron showers are like copies of each other.
Hadronic showers have substantially more time
variations from shower-to-shower. [Data.]

at one-fifth maximum) is shown in Fig. 59 for electrons (red histogram) and for pions
(black histogram) at 80 GeV [9], and demonstrates strong e± − π ± separation to about 10−3 .
The space-time structure of an em shower is essentially a velocity-c pancake of particles
that passes through the calorimeter medium leaving behind optical photons that travel at
v ≈ c/n. Since electromagnetic showers are all quite similar in space-time, their photon
arrival time distributions are similar.
(v) neutron signals in S: The time-history of the scintillating fibers also allows a measurement of the slow MeV neutrons liberated in nuclear break-up that are correlated with
the binding energy losses suffered by the hadronic particles of the shower. These neutrons
lose energy in elastic scatters from protons in the scintillating fibers, are delayed by many
tens of nanoseconds, and fill a larger volume than the charged particles of the shower. The
measured neutron fraction, fn , is shown in Fig. 62 against the measured electromagnetic
fraction, fem , both measured in the dream module [4](l).
(vi) Time-of-flight by Čerenkov light: Some theoretical speculations suggest that massive SUSY or technicolor particles with long lifetimes may be produced. These objects
would move into the tracking volume and (likely) decay to light-mass particles (τ, µ, e, γ).
For masses in the region above 100 GeV/c2 , this delayed decay time can be measured by
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P
Figure 60: Chi-squared χ2 = [(Sk − Ck )/σ]2
distributions for electrons and pions in dream
data. (a) 50 GeV e− for which < χ2 >∼ 3.5,
approximately the number of towers that participate in the χ2 sum; (b) 50 GeV π − , clearly
separated from the electron distribution. (c) 200
GeV π + , in which only a small fraction of the
pion events overlap with the electron distribution in (a). [Data.]

Figure 61: The average pulse height (S + C)/2
vs. the difference, (S − C), for 80 GeV µ± in
the left-hand plot, and π ± in the right-hand plot.
The unique characteristic of a dual readout fiber
module[4][c] allows an event-by-event separation
of muons from pions. This is the first experimental measurement of the two separate processes
(ionization and radiation) of muon energy loss
in a dense medium. [Data.]

time-of-flight using the Čerenkov light in the dual readout calorimeters with a measured
time resolution of σt ≈ 0.30 ns, shown in Fig. 63. These unpublished data are from the run
described in Ref. [4](a).
(vii) Measurement of specific ionization: The t → b → c → s decay chain yields K ± ,
π, µ and e in the few-GeV region. These particles, and the decay chain, can be reconstructed
by identifying the quark content of each particle by measuring its specific ionization. We
count the ionization clusters [2](b) on each track without the Landau ionization tail and
use all clusters on all wires (that is, no truncated mean) to achieve an equivalent dE/dx
resolution of 3.5%. Measured clusters are shown in Fig. 64(a, b).
(viii) two-jet mass resolution: The jet energy resolution achieved in the
√ dual-readout
calorimeters in events with full jet reconstruction [6](g) is σE /E ≈ 29%/ E ⊕ 1.2% and
results in a 2-σ separation of W from Z in their hadronic decay final states [6](f) shown in
Fig. 111.
(ix) γγ mass resolution: The decay π 0 → γγ can be reconstructed in the bgo calorimeter
as illustrated in the simulated event in Fig. 65(b, c) showing the S and C pulse heights of
the two γs. These objects are identified to be em since S ≈ C. We estimate that π 0 s can be
reconstructed up to 30 GeV.
(x) π ± γγ mass resolution: The simulated decay τ → ρν → π ± π 0 ν → π ± γγν is shown in
Fig. 65(a), the S and C signals for the two γs in Figs. 65(b, c), and the S and C signals for
the π ± in the fiber calorimeter channels in Figs. 65(d, e). The shower in the fiber calorimeter
is clearly hadronic since S > C and there are channel-to-channel fluctuations in (Sk − Ck ).
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Figure 62: fn vs. fem measured in dream
data. [Data.]

Figure 63: Time-of-flight from dream fibers
(with PMT readout). [Data.]

These figures are an illustration of the capability of the 4th to perform such detailed particle
identification.
(xi) e−γ separation is illustrated
in the same Fig. 65(a).
(xii) b, c quark and τ lepton impact parameter tagging is demonstrated in ILCroot in Fig. 4.4 using
the rave code [25].
(xiii) µ± energy balance: A putative µ± that emerges into the
muon spectrometer volume after
penetrating the calorimeter and
the inner solenoid has to satisfy energy balance with the µ± track in
the tracking system and the energy
loss in the calorimeter, in addition
to satisfying the dual-readout µ±
identification (iii). We estimate an
additional π ± rejection of 50.
These thirteen (13) measureFigure 64: Digital oscilloscope readout of two wires of the
ments
yield particle identifications
CluCou test setup; clear individual clusters can be counted.
for all partons of the standard
[Data.]
model: the light quarks u, d, s; the
heavy quarks c, b, and t → W b; the charged leptons e, µ, τ ; the gauge bosons γ, W, Z; and,
finally, the neutral lepton, ν, by subtraction.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 65: (a) ILCroot simulation of a τ − → ρ− ν → π − π 0 ν → π − γγ event. The two photon showers
are clearly seen in the BGO calorimeter and the π − is seen showering in the fiber calorimeter behind
the BGO. The two photons from the π 0 decays are clearly seen in the (b) scintillation light and in
the (c) Čerenkov light with energies 15.4 and 3.1 GeV in the BGO dual-readout crystal calorimeter;
these two objects are clearly electromagnetic since S ≈ C. The π − penetrates the BGO without a
nuclear interaction and deposits its energy of 73.0 GeV in the fiber calorimeter behind the BGO,
with (d) scintillation signals S and (e) Čerenkov signals, C; this object is clearly hadronic since
S > C and there are channel-to-channel fluctuations in the difference, Sk − Ck . [Sim.]
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4

Physics studies of the Benchmark processes

The processes identified by IDAG are a reduced list from the benchmark paper by M.
Battaglia et al. [23]. The impact of background induced by beam-pairs is minor in 4th
due to the fact that our central tracker integrates only one bunch crossing and that the
process of track finding is performed mostly in that detector. Therefore, in this first phase
of Physics studies, we have decided to include the effect of beam-pair background in the
processes e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X, e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− + X, e+ e− → τ + τ − , and
e+ e− → H 0 Z 0 → bb̄νν. We plan to include such effects also in the two remaining processes
in the next version of the analysis.
Another issue relevant to the analyses presented in this section is the choice of the polarization of the electron and positron beams. It is well known that an electron beam with
right-handed polarization and a positron beam with left-handed polarization largely suppresses the W + W − background. The study of different configurations of beam polarization
will require computing capabilities that the 4th Concept collaboration has not available at
present, unless we sacrifice the quality of the simulations. Therefore, we decided to perform
the Physics studies in the worst possible configuration, namely assuming that the electron
beam has 100% left-handed polarization while the positron beam is 100% right-handed polarized.
In some of the studies, we have also included beam background from generation of beam
pairs. The beam pair background has been generated with Guinea Pig generator assuming
the nominal beam parameters (nbunch = 2820; emittx = 10; emitty = 0.040; βx = 21; βy
= 0.4) for a CM energy of 500 GeV. We have performed the generation assuming that
only 1 beam-crossing is integrated in the drift chamber and 10 beam-crossings in the vertex
detector. Full simulation, digitization and reconstruction is performed. The digits from the
simulation of the two event samples have been added in the digitization step. The normal
steps of pattern recognition and Kalman filter are applied thereafter.
The signal and background samples were generated at DESY for the ILD collaboration.
The simulation codes use Fluka and Whizard inside ILCroot [6](a) on the full 4th detector,
with the occasional exception that in some cases the bgo dual-readout calorimeter was not
implemented. This has little or no effect on the events, and in any case the addition of the
bgo only enhances the calorimeter resolution.
4.1

e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− X, µ+ µ− X,

√

s = 250 GeV

[Giuseppina Terracciano, Gianfranco Tassielli, Marco Peccarisi]
These processes for a Higgs mass of MH = 120 GeV/c2 depend on the momentum resolution of the tracking system (for µ+ µ− ), the combined calorimeter and tracking systems (for
e+ e− ) and, in both cases, particle identification is required to tag the final state and to reject,
for example, single π ± from τ decay as background. The figure-of-merit is the accuracy and
resolution on the Higgs mass, and the cross section to extract the H 0 branching ratios. The
selection on the final state is two high-energy leptons.
The Higgs-strahlung process with Z 0 → µ+ µ− allows an
unbiased search for the Higgs mass and its possible decays, inclusively, by identifying and
measuring the momentum of two leptons in the final state, their energy and momentum
e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X
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Figure 67: Layer occupancy (%) for Z 0 H 0
events at ECM =250 GeV.

Figure 68: Cell occupancy for Z 0 H 0 events at
ECM =250 GeV.

given by EZ = El1 + El2 , p~Z = p~l1 + p~l2 . The Higgs mass is calculated as
2
MH2 = EH
− p~H2 = (ECM − EZ )2 − p~Z2 .

(7)

The measurement of this process depends on the tracking system and the muon system,
including muon particle ID, and for high precision tracking the Higgs mass can be so wellmeasured that even the suppressed H 0 → µ+ µ− decay may be measured.
For the case of Higgs-strahlung process
the layer and cell occupancies in CluCou
shown in Figs. 67 and 68 are small enough
even in the inner layers.
Since beamstrahlung and Initial State Radiation (ISR)
may be not negligible and, event by event,
the CM may be boosted with respect to
the laboratory frame and the ECM is spread
around the nominal value (ẼCM ), these processes have been generated taking into account the ISR and the beamstrahlung.
The production of
two Z bosons with one Z 0 decaying to µ+ µ−
has a cross section ≃ 7 times larger than that
of the signal and is almost irreducible, having the same topology as the signal, and can
be rejected only by mass. A second background is due to e+ e− → µ+ µ− νν through
the production of W + W − bosons. We decided to study the worst case by assum- Figure 66: Decay branching ratios of the standard
ing that the electron beam has 100% left- model Higgs boson as a function of its mass.
handed polarization while the positron beam
is 100% right-handed polarized. With this
configuration the e+ e− → W + W − rate is
maximal.
Physics background
0
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Two other backgrounds are
µ - momentum
Mean 45.61
+ −
+ −
e e → µ µ and e e →
RMS
22.89
µ+ µ− µ+ µ− . In principle, the
All µ in the final state
100
topology of these reactions is
quite different from the signal
All µ from the Z boson
as the two muons do not come
80
Reconstructed µ for Z
from the decay of a Z 0 , nor are
the remaining particles associ60
ated with a Higgs boson. However, the huge cross section of
40
the background channels (17.1
pb and 11.4 fb, respectively)
20
are orders of magnitude larger
than the signal (about 17.1
0
fb). Therefore, combinatorics
0
20
40
60
80
100
GeV/c
could easily feed background
events into the sample selected
for analysis. In order to over- Figure 69: Muon momentum spectrum for signal (colored hiscome these large backgrounds, togram) and background (white histogram).
we performed an initial screening of the generated sample and retained for further analysis only those events surviving the
set of kinematic conditions listed below:
Counts

+ −

-

-

-

1. |cosθµ | < 0.98
2. Pt (µ± ) > 9 GeV
3. 72 < M(µ+ µ− ) < 110 GeV
4. 102 < Mrecoil (µ+ µ− ) < 168 GeV
5. At least 4 charged tracks for the e+ e− → µ+ µ− monte carlo sample
6. At least 6 charged tracks for the e+ e− → µ+ µ− µ+ µ− monte carlo sample
The momentum cut is justified by the spectrum of the muons in the signal compared with that
of the background as seen in Fig. 69. The fraction of signal and background events surviving
these preliminary cuts is shown in Table 1 for various values of the transverse momentum
cut: for the cut on the transverse momentum we have chosen, the signal efficiency is 95.1%.
A third background is e+ e− → τ + τ − , however the probability for these events to survive
the selection chain is negligible and we decided to skip this background in the analysis.
After reconstruction, the combined precut and reconstruction efficiency for e+ e− →
0 0
Z H → µ+ µ− + X events is 92.9%, which includes a geometric efficiency and a reconstruction efficiency of 97.5%. The next step in the analysis is to select events with two
muons from the interaction vertex with invariant mass near the Z 0 and apply to them the
selections in Table 1. A further step is to keep only events with exactly two muons that have
been reconstructed by the Kalman filter in the Muon Spectrometer, and whose distance of
closest approach to the IP is less than 6 mm to reject non-prompt muons from long lived,
semi-leptonic weak decays.
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Final state

Pt (µ± ) > 3.5 GeV/c

Pt (µ± ) > 9 GeV/c

Pt (µ± ) > 12 GeV/c

e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X
e+ e− → µ+ µ−
e+ e− → µ+ µ− µ+ µ−
e+ e− → µ+ µ− τ + τ −
e+ e− → µ+ µ− e+ e−
e+ e− → µ+ µ− νν
e+ e− → µ+ µ− uu
e+ e− → µ+ µ− dd
e+ e− → µ+ µ− ss
e+ e− → µ+ µ− cc
e+ e− → µ+ µ− bb

97.1%
8.5%
16.1%
18.0%
1.7%
14.1%
19.7%
21.6%
20.5%
19.5%
21.7%

95.1%
8.3%
16.1%
17.7%
1.3%
13.8%
19.3%
21.0%
20.2%
19.3%
21.0%

94.7%
8.1%
16.1%
17.6%
1.2%
13.6%
19.2%
20.8%
20.0%
19.1%
20.9%

Table 1: Fraction of signal and background events surviving the preliminary cuts for different values
of the transverse momentum cut.
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Figure 70: Di-muon detection efficiency as a function of the muon momentum (left) and the θ angle
(right) for e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X events.

Fig. 70 shows the efficiency for detecting both muons in the signal sample as a function
of the lower transverse momentum of the two tracks for a sample of muons. The total
efficiency for signal events to survive the double muon-ID selection is 80.5%. The 19.5%
inefficiency is due to geometry of the muon spectrometer (about 9%) caused by the cracks
in the detector. The remaining fraction of the events are lost because one of the muons
does not produce a sufficient number of hits in the muon spectrometer to be successfully
reconstructed, or a muon bremsstralung in the calorimeter and, consequently, cannot be
successfully extrapolated from the central tracking system. These events will be recovered
once a stand-alone reconstruction algorithm will be added to the reconstruction software.
The fraction of survivng events is 72.9% with purity of the selection corresponding to 99.9%.
The fraction of background events surviving the muon-ID selection corresponds to 80.4%.
Additional cuts are necessary to reject the background related to e+ e− → µ+ µ− , e+ e− →
µ+ µ− νν and e+ e− → µ+ µ− µ+ µ− events. Such events have, in general, low track multiplicity
and their topology is incompatible with the presence of a Higgs boson in the final state.
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Therefore, we apply the following topological cuts to the signal and background samples
which passed the muon-Id requirements:
1. largest Pµ > 20 GeV
2. At least 5 charged tracks successfully reconstructed (including the muons)
3. Distance of closest approach to the origin for the candidate muon tracks < 6 mm.

Counts

The cut on the minimum number of tracks reconstructed in the event rejects 12.1% (mostly
due to the absence of a standalone muon reconstruction algorithm) of the signal, almost
entirely when the Higgs boson decays to τ + τ − . We decided to apply this cut anyway for the
sake of a cleaner final sample. The fraction of signal and background events surviving these
cuts are 87.9% and 13.6%, respectively.
Other possible cuts to consider
would be essentialy devoted to the furµ+ Energy Resolution
Entries
5767
+ −
+ −
ther rejection of the large e e → µ µ
Mean
-0.0004152
with an ISR or bremsstralung photon.
RMS
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satisfactory measurement of the recoil
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e+ e− → ZZ → µ+ µ− + X background.
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In fact, the high momentum and en-2
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0
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ergy resolution of the 4th detector is
clearly capable of separating the invariFigure 71: Momentum resolution of the muons reconant masses of the Z 0 and H 0 bosons in
structed by a Kalman fit using the vertex detector, the
the recoil mass spectrum with no need
tracking chamber and muon spectrometer.
to remove part of the background (and
signal) with dedicated cuts. The fractions of signal and background events surviving all the cuts combined are 64.1% and 8.2%,
respectively.
2

The resolution on the momentum of the muon is 81 MeV/c as shown in Fig. 71.
In Figs. 72 and 73 we show the resolution on the invariant mass of the two muons (0.171
GeV/c2 ) and of the recoil system (0.296 GeV/c2 ). These plots show the difference between
the reconstructed and the generated values for the e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X event
sample. Finally, in Figs. 74 and 75 we show the recoil mass distribution for the process
e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X along with the background for MH = 120 GeV/c2 and 500 fb−1
at ILC with ECM =250 GeV. The red histogram is the signal, the black histogram is the
background, while the blue curve is the sum of the two.
We fit the Higgs mass described by the same parametrization used in reference [24] to
the spectra shown in Fig. 74. The background sources are parametrised by a polynomial
whose coefficients are allowed to vary in the fit. Finally, we can see that with the momentum resolution of the 4th drift chamber combined with the vertex detector the Z mass is
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Figure 72: MZreco −MZgen in the process e+ e− →
Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X for MH = 120 GeV/c2 and
500 fb−1 at ILC with ECM =250 GeV.
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recoil in the process
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−
e e → Z H → µ µ + X for MH = 120
GeV/c2 and 500 fb−1 at ILC with ECM =250
GeV.

reconstructed with a precision of . 0.171 GeV/c2 (cfr. Fig. 72) and the Higgs mass can be
reconstructed with a σ ≃ 0.296 GeV/c2 and a systematic shift of ≃ 0.031 GeV/c2 (Fig. 73).
Cross section:

as

The cross section for the process e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X is calculated
σ=

1
ǫsel



NS
− σback
L



while the uncertainty is calculated as:

2 

σback
(∆L)2
1
2
(∆σ) = σZH +
+
×
ǫsel
NS
L2
where:
• NS is the number of events in the final sample
• L is the luminosity
• ǫsel is the selection efficiency
• σback is the cross section of the background

Inserting in the formula the results obtained from the fit of Fig. 74 we get a cross section of
13.62 ± 0.77 fb.
The Higgs-strahlung process with the Z 0 decaying to e+ e− is kinematically the same as
for Z 0 → µ+ µ− except for bremsstrahlung from the electrons which would distort the Z 0
lineshape and be reflected in the recoil mass spectrum, and the potentially huge background
from Bhabha events that could feed into the selected events.
Fig. 76 shows the distribution of the angle between the photon and the electron. To
identify bremsstrahlung photons from the electrons, a calorimeter granularity of about (1
cm)2 is important to separate the shower produced by the electron by the much softer one
generated by the bremsstrahlung photon.
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Figure 74: Recoil mass distribution for the
process e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X along
with the background for MH = 120 GeV/c2
and 500 fb−1 at ILC with ECM =250 GeV.
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Figure 75: Recoil mass distribution as generated by Whizard for the process e+ e− →
Z 0 H 0 → µ+ µ− + X for MH = 120 GeV/c2
and 500 fb−1 at ILC with ECM =250 GeV.
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Figure 76: Angle between the bremsstralung photon and the electron in e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− X
1. |cosθe | < 0.95

Physics background

2. Pt (e± ) > 9 GeV

events.

3. 72 < M(e+ e− ) < 110 GeV/c2
4. 102 < Mrecoil (e+ e− ) < 168 GeV/c2
5. At least 4 charged tracks for the e+ e− →
e+ e− montecarlo sample
6. At least 6 charged tracks for the e+ e− →
e+ e− µ+ µ− montecarlo sample
The momentum cut is justified by the spectrum of the electrons in the signal compared
with that of the background (cfr. Fig. 77). The fraction of signal and background events
surviving these preliminary cuts is shown in Table 2 for various values of the transverse
momentum cut. For the chosen transverse momentum, the signal efficiency is 93.2%.
Another background is e+ e− → τ + τ − , however the probability for these events to survive
the selection chain is negligible, and we skip this sample. After the precuts, the events are
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Figure 77: Electron momentum spectrum for signal (colored histogram) and background (white
histogram).
Final state

Pt (e± ) > 3.2 GeV/c

Pt (e± ) > 9 GeV/c

Pt (e± ) > 12 GeV/c

e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− + X
e+ e− → e+ e−
+
e e− → e+ e− e+ e−
e+ e− → e+ e− τ + τ −
e+ e− → e+ e− µ+ µ−
e+ e− → e+ e− νν
e+ e− → e+ e− uu
e+ e− → e+ e− dd
e+ e− → e+ e− ss
e+ e− → e+ e− cc
e+ e− → e+ e− bb

95.9%
0.24%
2.7%
2.14%
1.97%
14.9%
4.4%
12.4%
12.5%
4.3%
14.2%

93.2%
0.047%
1.9%
0.94%
0.71%
13.9%
3.4%
10.9.2%
11.0%
3.4%
13.1%

91.2%
0.028%
1.7%
0.81%
0.58%
13.4%
2.7%
10.5%
10.6%
2.7%
12.9%

Table 2: Fraction of signal and background events surviving the preliminary cuts for different values
of the transverse momentum cut.

reconstructed according to the flow described for the previous analysis. The combined precut
and reconstruction efficiency for e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− + X events is 87.5%, which includes
a combined geometric efficiency and a reconstruction efficiency of 93.8%.
The second step is to identify and reconstruct events with exactly two electrons that have
survived the cuts and the reconstuction process described previously, IP and invariant mass
Z 0 . We do that by using the following strategy:
1. We first extrapolate the candidate electron track to the electromagnetic calorimeter
and look for an associate shower
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Figure 78: e+ e− detection efficiency as a function of the electron momentum (left) and of the θ
angle (right) for e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− + X events.

2. The energy of this shower must be consistent with the momentum of the track measured
by the tracking system
3. If the match is poor, we extrapolate the shower axis into the hadronic calorimeter. If
an energy deposit is found, it must be smaller than 20% of the corresponding energy
measured in the electromagnetic calorimeter.
4. Finally, the Čerenkov and scintillation components of the shower must be consistent
with an electron/photon hypothesis. More specifically, we require:
ESc − ECer
< 6 × σcalib
ESc + ECer
where σcalib corresponds to the width of this distribution.
Fig. 78 shows the efficiency for detecting both electrons in the signal sample as a function
of the transverse momentum of the two electrons. The total efficiency for the signal events
to survive the double electron-ID selection is 81.7% (corresponding to 93.4% of the events
successfully reconstructed by the Kalman filter). The purity of the signal (namely, the fraction of events with two electrons correctly identified) is 98.2%. The fraction of background
events surviving the electron-ID selection is 76.1%.
Electron-ID is a powerful tool to reject events with non-prompt electrons like, for example, those in the e+ e− → τ + τ − case. However, additional cuts are necessary to reject
the background related to e+ e− → e+ e− , e+ e− → e+ e− νν and e+ e− → e+ e− e+ e− events.
Such events have, in general, low track multiplicity and their topology is incompatible with
a Higgs boson in the final state. Therefore, we apply the following topological cuts to the
signal and background samples which passed the electron-ID requirements:
1. largest Pe > 20 GeV
2. At least 5 charged tracks successfully reconstructed
3. Distance of closest approach to the origin for the candidate electron tracks < 6 mm.
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Figure 79: Momentum resolution of the electrons reconstructed by a Kalman fit using the
Vertex Detector and the Drift Chamber.
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Figure 80: Momentum resolution of the electrons reconstructed in the tracking systems and
in the electromagnetic calorimeter.

The cut on the minimum number of tracks reconstructed in the event rejects only 4.8% of
the signal, almost entirely when the Higgs boson decays to τ + τ − . The fraction of signal and
background events surviving these cuts are 95.2% and 13.2%, respectively.
Other possible cuts to consider would be essentially devoted to further rejection of the
large e+ e− → e+ e− with ISR. However, no further cuts are applied to the signal and background sample as we believe that the signal-to-noise ratio obtained is good enough to allow
a satisfactory measurement of the recoil mass without reducing the sample. This is also
true for the Standard Model background: e+ e− → Z 0 Z 0 → e+ e− + X. In fact, the high
momentun and energy resolutions of the 4th detector are clearly capable of separating the
invariant masses of the Z 0 and H 0 bosons in the recoil mass spectrum with no need to remove part of the background (and signal) with dedicated cuts. The fractions of signal and
background events surviving all the cuts combined are 68.3% and 4.4%, respectively. The
surviving Bhabha fraction is 0.0015%.
The reconstruction of the Z 0 boson, decaying into two electrons, is done by selecting, among all the reconstructed electrons, the e+ − e− pair that gives an invariant mass
nearest to the Z 0 mass. In the case of a bremsstralung photon, the 4-momentum of the
combined e-γ pair is obtained by combining the tracking information with those obtained
from the calorimeter. Otherwise, the momentum of the electron is obtained by the tracking
system alone. The resolution on the momentum of the electron is shown in Fig. 79 when it
is reconstructed by the tracking system and in Fig. 80 when the electromagnetic calorimeter
is also used. The electron energy resolution is about 80 MeV in the first case and about 190
MeV in the second case. In Fig. 81 and 82 we show the resolution of the invariant mass
for the two electrons in the case of particles reconstructed in the tracking systems or in the
calorimeter. Similarly, in Fig. 83 and 84 we show the mass resolution for the recoil systems
for the two cases.
Finally, in Fig. 85 and 86 we show the recoil mass distribution for the process e+ e− →
Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− +X along with the background for MH = 120 GeV/c2 and 500 fb−1 at ILC with
Results
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Figure 81: MZreco − MZgen in the process e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− + X for
MH = 120 GeV/c2 and 500 fb−1 at ILC
with ECM =250 GeV with the electrons
reconstructed in the tracking systems
only.
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Figure 82: MZreco − MZgen in the process
e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− + X for MH =
120 GeV/c2 and 500 fb−1 at ILC with
ECM =250 GeV with the electrons and
the accompanying bremsstralung photon reconstructed in the tracking system and in the calorimeter.

ECM =250 GeV with the electrons reconstructed, respectively, using the tracking system only
and in combination with the electromagnetic calorimeter. The red histogram corresponds
to the signal, the black histogram to the background, while the blue curve is the sum of the
two contributions.
The same fitting technique is performed as for the µ+ µ− case. We observe that with
the momentum of the electrons of the 4th drift chamber combined with the vertex detector the Z mass is reconstructed with a precision of . 150 MeV/c2 when the electron is
reconstructed in the tracking system (cfr Fig. 81) and . 274 MeV/c2 in the case when
the electrons and the accompanying bremsstralung photon are reconstructed also using the
electromagnetic calorimeter (cfr. Fig. 82). In the latter case, however, the long tails due
to the bremsstralung photons are no longer present in the distribution. Similarly, the Higgs
mass can be reconstructed with a σ ≃ 400 MeV/c2 in the case of pure tracking based reconstruction (cfr Fig. 83) and σ ≃ 430 MeV/c2 in the case of combined reconstruction (cfr.
Fig. 84). We observe that, in spite of being about 20 MeV/c2 larger, the plot obtained from
the combined tracking and calorimeter information is actually cleaner, with no tails from
unreconstructed bremsstralung photons.
The cross section for this process is calculated using the same formulas as in the µ+ µ−
case getting a value of 15.08±0.76 fb in the case of the tracking system alone, and 16.30±0.85
fb with the contribution of the em calorimeter.
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recoil
cess e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− + X for
MH = 120 GeV/c2 and 500 fb−1 at ILC
with ECM =250 GeV with the electrons
reconstructed in the tracking systems
only.
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e+ e− → H 0 Z 0 → X νν at
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reco − M gen in the proFigure 84: Mrecoil
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cess e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → e+ e− + X for
MH = 120 GeV/c2 and 500 fb−1 at ILC
with ECM =250 GeV with the electrons
and the accompanying bremsstralung
photon reconstructed in the tracking
systems and in the calorimeter.

s = 250 GeV

[A. Mazzacane, annameg@le.infn.it]
The signature of events for this channel is two jets with a common vertex detached in
the case of H 0 → bb̄, cc̄ from the interaction point, and missing energy and momentum. The
invariant mass of the recoiling system must be near the Z mass.
Although the topology of the e+ e− → H 0 Z 0 → X νν process appears very simple,
as only two jets from the Higgs are needed to be reconstructed in the final state, charm
tagging is particularly challenging, since it is overwhelmed by the background due to the
more abundant H → bb̄ channel, as shown in Figure 66. Therefore, from the point of view of
optimizing the detector parameters, heavy flavor tagging and, consequently, secondary vertex
reconstruction are important. The physical observables to measure are the BR(H → cc) and
the Higgs mass. The latter measurement is very sensitive to the reconstruction of the 4momenta of the two jets used for the 2-jet invariant mass. The jet-reconstruction capability,
as well as the energy resolution of the calorimeter and the momentum resolution of the
tracking systems, are important for this analysis. The effect of beam-pair background since
only one bunch crossing is integrated √
by CluCou.
The data have been generated at s = 250 GeV for a Higgs mass of 120 GeV/c2 , and
backgrounds and signal correspond to 500 fb−1 . The selection of signal events has been
performed in four stages: in the first, only the hadronic decays of the Higgs ss̄, cc̄, bb̄
are selected using the knowledge from the monte carlo generated particles (ǫ = 0.83); the
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Figure 85: Recoil mass distribution for
the process e+ e− → ZH → e+ e− +
X (red) along with the background
(black) for MH = 120 GeV/c2 and
500 fb−1 at ILC with ECM =250 GeV
with the electrons reconstructed in the
tracking system only.
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Figure 86: Recoil mass distribution
for the process e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 →
e+ e− + X (red) along with the background (black) for MH = 120 GeV/c2
and 500 fb−1 at ILC with ECM =250
GeV with the electrons reconstructed
in the tracking system and in the
calorimeter.
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Figure 87: Display of a e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → ν ν̄cc̄ event at ECM = 250 GeV. The reconstructed tracks
in the drift chamber are represented by the white lines. The green dots represent the interactions
of the particles with the active media of the calorimeter. The white dotted line is a high energy
muon (∼ 35 GeV) in the Muon Spectrometer. The two jets are well separated.

second, a study on some topological variables is made with the aim to disentangle this channel
(neutrino channel) from the hadronic channel with the Z decaying also into a pair of quarks.
The goal is to optimize the jet-finder algorithm used to select a two-jet topology from the
four-jet channel; in the third, a cut based on W W pairs where one W decays hadronically
and the other decays into a neutrino and a lepton, and on ZZ pairs where only one Z decays
hadronically and the other into neutrinos. After selection, the cross section of the Higgs is
calculated; in the last stage, our first attempt at flavor tagging [25] is shown, although not
used in this analysis.
The bgo crystal calorimeter was still under development at the time of simulation and
reconstruction of the events and is not included in this analysis. In any case, the advantage
of an electromagnetic calorimeter is very limited for total hadronic final states. The only
limitation would be some capability in rejecting background with a prompt electron from the
leptonic decay of a W boson. Figure 87 shows an event display of e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → ν ν̄cc̄ at
ECM = 250 GeV in ILCRoot framework.
In order to identify and reconstruct events with exactly two jets and to reject events with
a higher number of jets, a sample of e+ e− → H 0 Z 0 → 2 − jets events and e+ e− → H 0 Z 0 →
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4 − jets has been used with discriminating topological variables which fill different areas of
their phase space for the two-jet events vs the multi-jet events. The list of such variables
along with the description follows:
trk
• Njet
is the number of charged tracks used by the jet finder to reconstruct the jet
trk
axis. The distributions Njet
are shown in Fig. 88 for the signal (blue curve) and the
trk
background (red curve), and we keep events for Njet
≤ 24;
2
4
• ycut
and ycut
are the mass threshold cut variables used in the jet-finding reconstruction
algorithm, respectively, requiring two and four jets in the event. They are used in a
combined, 2-dimensional plot as we have found that the individual distributions do not
have enough separating power to disentangle the two-jet events from multi-jets events.
2
4
The distributions of the ycut
and ycut
variables are shown in Fig. 89 for the signal (blue
dot) and the background (red dots), both before (left plot) and after (right plot) the
trk
cut on Njet
.
2
4
In order to reject further the four-jet background, a cut in the ycut
- ycut
plane is made.
The efficiency for the signal events to survive the above selection is 85.2%.
In order to reduce the backgrounds, we select
calo
• 130 GeV ≤ Evis
≤ 150 GeV

• 120o ≤ θ(jet1 , jet2 ) ≤ 170o
where
calo
• Evis
is the total visible energy reconstructed in the hadronic calorimeter, including the
calo
muons reconstructed in the muon spectrometer. The distributions of the Nvis
variable,
respectively, for the signal and the background, are shown in Fig. 90 after applying the
trk
2
4
cuts on Njet
, ycut
and ycut
.

• θ(jet1 , jet2 ) is the angle between the two reconstructed jets. The distributions of the
θ(jet1 , jet2 ) variable, respectively, for the signal and the background, are shown in Fig.
91.
The first cut is very useful in rejecting the Z 0 Z 0 background while the second is intended to minimize the contamination from W W events. To reject Standard Model events
containing a prompt lepton along with two jets, we exclude electrons and muons that originate from the beam interaction point. These requirements suppress the W W background
where one of the W s decays leptonically while the other decays into two jets. Since this
study was started quite early compared to the others in this document, the electromagnetic
calorimeter is not present and the reconstruction in the muon spectrometer was limited to
the barrel only. Therefore, the effect of the prompt lepton-ID was studied separately and its
effect incorporated in the present analysis in a parametric way. We found that the prompt
muon requirement rejects 91% of the W + W − → νµqq background while the prompt electron cut rejects about 93% of the W W → νeqq background. Furthermore, about 32% of
the W W → ντ qq background is rejected, corresponding to the cases when a τ decays into
a lighter lepton. Most of the remaining W W background corresponds to the W W → ντ qq
where the τ lepton decays hadronically. The latter is further reduced by requiring that the
maximum momentum of the reconstructed track in the event is smaller than 20 GeV/c. The
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efficiency for the signal events to survive the above selection is 33.9%. These harsh cuts
are necessary to remove the overwhelming backgrounds. The total selection efficiency of the
signal is then 28.8%.
Figure 92 shows the distribution of the di-jet invariant mass for the signal (blue line)
and the different backgrounds (red line for Z 0 Z 0 and green line for W + W − ) after the cuts
described above. A fit to a Gaussian and a polynomial on the di-jet mass distribution of the
signal+background is shown in Figure 93. The cross section is computed from the fit to Fig.
93 and gives 115.3 ± 2.2 fb.
A first attempt to use Rave as a flavor-tagging tool is shown in Figs. 94 and 95, and
further analyses of this final state will use this capability.
4.3

e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 , Z 0 → q q̄, H 0 → cc̄,

√

s = 250 GeV

The Higgs mass is MH = 120 GeV/c2 , and the event selection is four-jets, possibly with
one or two c-tags, and this process assesses the vertex tagging of c and the calorimeter jet
energy resolution. The figure-of-merit is the accuracy and resolution on the Higgs mass and
its cross section. In a 4-jet event, we want to find the optimum algorithm to decide which 2
jets belong with the Z 0 and which two belong to the H 0 . Two approaches were investigated.
Z 0 → cc̄, H 0 → bb̄

[Fedor Ignatov, F.V.Ignatov@inp.nsk.su]
A sample of 20932 events of e+ e− → Z 0 H 0 → cc̄bb̄ were fully simulated and reconstructed
in the ILCRoot framework. The jet-finding algorithm with a recursive ycut was used to obtain
4-jet topologies. The hadronic tower energy and the reconstructed tracks have been used to
feed the jet-finder. The recursive ycut forces the event to have 4-jets (sometimes erroneously–
improved procedures to be studied later), and background studies and optimization of the
signal over background will be done later.
We use a procedure that removes events with significant neutrino energies by selecting
√
only those 4-jet events with total observed calorimetric (and muon) energies close to s =
250 GeV, which will also remove events with energetic ISR or beamstrahlung photons. We
then do a kinematic fit to select two jets that are consistent with a Z 0 mass, and the other
two jets that form a mass greater than the Z 0 mass.
We perform a 5-C least squares fit on all the possible combinations of H 0 → jj and
Z 0 → jj, imposing the kinematic constraints
P~
1.
Pi = 0
P
2.
Ei = 250 GeV
3. MZ = 91 GeV/c2

The combination with best probability of the kinematic fit is selected, with the further
restriction that MZ < MH . A final selection requires that the probability of the fit is such
that χ2 /ndf < 16./5. At the end of the selection process, 8106 out of the 20932 signal events
in the initial sample survive, corresponding to a total selection efficiency of 38.7%. About
30% of the final H sample has a wrong jet chosen (determined by examining the monte carlo
generated particle).
The mass distribution of the di-jet recoiling against the Z 0 candidates is shown in Fig.
96 for the events passing the selection described above. There is a sharp peak centered at
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Figure 92: The di-jet invariant mass distribution from calorimetric and tracker information.
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√
119.3 GeV/c2 with σ = 4.2 GeV/c2 (3.5%) which corresponds to σM /M ≈ 38%/ M . This
di-jet mass resolution is consistent with our expectations for the dual readout calorimeters.
Z 0 → uū, H 0 → cc̄

[Yen-Chu Chen, chenyc@fnal.gov]
We study a sample of 315 events (with Z 0 → uū and H 0 → cc̄) from a sample of 9142
uūH 0 events with H 0 → anything. These events are fully simulated by ILCRoot and we
use a durham jet-finding algorithm with moving y-cuts on the resulting tower energy and
observed tracks. The moving y-cut forces the event to have 4-jets (sometimes erroneously–
improved procedures to be studied later). Background studies and optimization of signal
over background will be done later.
Our preliminary algorithm to select a Higgs di-jet signal, where ij is the combination of
the i−th and j −th jets, uses H13 , Z24 , and H23 , Z14 choices where i = 1 is the highest energy
observed jet. The reconstructed jj mass for the Z 0 is required to be within 10 GeV of 91
GeV, both the momenta√of the reconstructed Higgs and the Z are required to be within 15
GeV/c of 67 GeV/c (at s = 250 GeV), Z 0 and H 0 must have 67 GeV/c
√ momenta, though
this will be lessened due to beamstrahlung which reduces the effective s).
The mass distribution of the di-jet recoiling against the Z 0 candidates is shown in Fig.
97 for the 110 events passing these cuts, and the Higgs appears as a peak centered at√118
GeV (2 GeV low) with σ = 4.5 GeV/c2 (3.8%) which corresponds to σM /M ≈ 41%/ M .
The efficiency for Z 0 H 0 → uūcc̄ events to be part of this narrow mass peak is roughly 25%.
Further studies, including much more statistics, other Z 0 decay channels, ways to improve
mass resolution, c-tag and signal to background optimization will follow.
4.4

e+ e− → tt̄ → W + bW − b̄ → q q̄bq q̄ b̄,

√

s = 500 GeV

[Fedor Ignatov, F.V.Ignatov@inp.nsk.su]
√
This e+ e− → tt̄ → 6-jets process at s = 500 GeV with Mtop = 174 GeV assesses tracking
in a multi-jet environment, b-tagging, and the figure-or-merit is the mass of the t quark, and
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Figure 97: Mass of selected jet pairs recoiling against a Z 0 .
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Figure 98: Distributions of log(ycut ) for signal events (filled area) and for SM 4-jets background
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Figure 99: Distributions of number of calorimeter towers for signal events (filled area) and for
SM 4-jets background

its cross section. We concentrate on reconstruction of the t quark mass while b-tagging studies
are in progress. We examine a signal sample of fully simulated 63,283 e+ e− → tt̄ → 6jets
(bdubdu,bcsbsc) events (equivalent to the number of 6-jets from tt̄ events expected from
L ∼ 215 fb−1 ). In addition, background samples of e+ e− → 4jets (csdu, cssc) events are
also examined in order to optimize cuts to reject these 4-jet events, the number of which
were scaled according to the luminosity.
The issue is how to reconstruct 6 jets and to determine which 3 of the 6 jets come from
one top (and the other 3 from the other top) as well as to form the W mass constraint for
2 of the 3 jets. The jet-finding algorithm uses a moving ycut to force all events to end
up with 6 observed jets. Note that a miniscule ycut is often used in 4-jet events to split
the narrow jets each into 2 jets so as to force the events to have 6 jets; the final ycut used
is plotted in Figure 98 which shows the log(ycut ) distribution for signal 6-jet events and
background 4-jet events. There is a clear difference in the two samples, though the overlap
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is substantial. In order to reject as much background as possible, we apply a criterion using
mainly the ycut with additional cuts in the number of tracks and number of towers (Fig. 99),
which resulted in the samples in Fig. 100, which shows a factor of 30 reduction in the
background 4-jet events while retaining an efficiency of 95% for the signal 6-jet events. The
purity Nsig /(Nsig + Nbackg ) vs. signal efficiency is shown in Fig. 101; even though the purity
is only 52% at our cut at this stage (with signal efficiency of 95%) the purity becomes much
better after the kinematic cut described below.
For the signal tt̄ events, we then examine all possible combinations of the 6 jets into
2 groups of 3 jets, further requiring that 2 jets out of 3 jets form a mass close to the W
mass. The “best” combination is determined by comparing the χ2 formed by the sum of the
squares of (1) the difference between the two 3-jet masses, and (2,3) the differences between
the two 2-jet masses and the W mass.
We then apply the kinematic fit based on MarlinKinfit package with 7 constraints:
P
•
P~i = 0
P
•
Ei = 500 GeV
• MW 1 = MW 2 = 80.4 GeV/c2
• Mt − Mt̄ = 0
and selected the combination of jets with the best fit probability.
Finally, we show a third t quark mass distribution, with tighter cuts on the kinematic fit,
requiring χ2 /ndf < 45./7.
In Figures 104,105, we show the reconstructed top mass distribution for two sets of
selections: (Fig.104) without kinematic fit and with kinematic fit; (Fig.105) with cut on χ2
of the kinematic fit, and also shown is the 4-jet SM background, which is now reduced to
0.2% of the original background sample.
The invariant mass distributions are each fitted with a 7-parameter function with a
Gaussian for the signal and a 3-rd order polynomial background. The results of the fits yield
the top mass estimates:
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Figure 103: c-jets (blue line) and lightjets(black line) rejection versus b-jets efficiency
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peak mass(GeV/c2 )
No kinematic fit (Fig. 104-black line)
167.015 ± 0.095
With kinematic fit (Fig. 104-red line)
174.509 ± 0.061
With cut on kinematic fit χ2 (Fig. 105)
174.206 ± 0.059

width (GeV/c2 )
6.75
5.08
4.65

The preliminary results of this study show a clear top√mass peak only 0.2 GeV (0.12%)
from the correct value with σ = 4.65 GeV (2.7% = 35%/ M ). The current studies have an
efficiency of about 16% to find tt̄ events in the invariant mass distribution, and further studies
will be made to improve this efficiency, for example, by improving the procedure to split
coalesced jets. Note also that we have not yet implemented b-tagging, which could improve
the signal since b-jets will not contribute to being wrongly assigned to a W candidate. The
b-tagging significance from the vertex chamber is shown in Fig. 103 for b, c and uds quarks,
and the tagging probabilities are shown in Figs. 102.
4.5

e+ e− → τ + τ − ,

√

s = 500 GeV

[Vito Di Benedetto, Vito.DiBenedetto@le.infn.it]
The analysis of the e e → τ τ process is important for at least two reasons; firstly,
as another means to both design and calibration the bgo crystal calorimeter (Figs. 106
and 107); and secondly, through a careful measurement of the cross section and angular
distribution of e+ e− → τ + τ − , to test for a new Z ′ boson.
Tau reconstruction will stress the tracking system and the clustering in the calorimeter.
Physical observables are σ, Af b and Pτ . From the event topology point of view, the following
points stress not only the performance of the detector, but the ability of the reconstruction
algorithms used to disentangle the signal from the background:
+ −

+ −

a. Mτ reconstruction;
b. π 0 reconstruction;
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The filled area show contribution of SM 4-jets
background

c. tracking of very close-by tracks.
About 16.0 fb−1 have been analyzed with left-handed polarization of the electron beam
and right-handed polarization of the positron beam. Two background sources have been
included in this analysis:
a. γγ → τ τ corresponding to 5.0 fb−1 pb;
b. W + W − → ℓℓνν corresponding to 4.3 fb−1 .
They contribute in different ways to the population of the selected final sample and
require appropriate cuts for background reduction. In this preliminary phase of the analysis
we have excluded Bhabha events from the background list. In fact, in spite of their huge
cross section, we expect that with appropriate cuts they can be almost integrally removed
from the final sample.
For this analysis we only consider τ decay into one charged pion or a charged pion and
a π 0 (1 prong). An initial set of cuts is applied to the event sample in order to reduce the
large background. The initial requirements are the following:
1. the total number of charged tracks in the event must not exceed 6. This requirement is
intended to reduce the large amount of hadronic events with one or more jets initiated
by quarks or gluons in the final state.
2. the topology of charged tracks in the central tracker must be compatible with a τ + τ −
final state. Therefore, we require two narrow jets with low charge multiplicity, a small
opening angle, and opposite charge.
3. The total energy detected in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters must be
above 45 GeV. This requirement is intended to suppress the large background γγ → τ τ .
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4. The two jets must be almost back-to-back. A minimum angle of 1750 between the jets
axis is required. This cut is especially useful for rejecting hadronic background events
such as W + W − → llνν
5. Electron-ID veto. We require that a candidate τ does not decay into an electron.
6. Muon-ID veto. The muon-ID is performed by the muon spectrometer by identifying a
well reconstructed charged track outside the inner solenoid.
7. Finally, to further remove the Bhabha background, we require that the polar angle of
the axis of the two jets be larger than 150 .
Table 3 summarizes the population of the remaining sample after the above cuts have
been applied:
Final state

Cross section (fb)

e+ e− → τ + τ −
γγ → τ τ
W + W − → ℓℓνν

2013.
880, 208.
402.

Number of
surviving events
6964
35
2231

Table 3: Statistics of generated and selected events at ECM = 500 GeV.

The next step in the analysis process is the selection of events containing at least one
τ → ρ decay in the final state. The ρ is reconstructed via its decay into π + π 0 , in particular,
the π 0 must be fully reconstructed from the energy deposit of two γs. In order to select these
events, the following additional cuts are applied to the event sample already selected:
1. we require that only one charged track be present in the jet cone of the candidate τ (1
prong)
2. the total calorimetric energy of the jet must be at least 12 GeV and be at least 30%
higher than the momentum of the single prong as measured by the tracking systems.
This requirement will reject τ → πν decays

Therefore, we look at three individual energy deposits in the electromagnetic (bgo crystal) calorimeter corresponding to the charged pion and the two photons from the π 0 . We
associate the cluster of the charged pion by extrapolating the track reconstructed in the
tracking system, and forming a spatial match χ2 . Fig. 109 shows the energy distribution in
the crystals of the electromagnetic calorimeter for a typical τ → ρ event.
In the case when the two γs are too close to be distinguished, the shape of the shower
can be analyzed and three peaks in energy can be indentified. In order to select events with
at least a τ → ρν we require that the invariant mass of the two photons must be consistent
with the π 0 mass. Table 4 summarizes the population of the remaining sample after the
above cuts have been applied.
The two-pion invariant mass is shown in Fig. 110 for the signal (red) and the background
(blue). A peak consistent with a ρ is seen on top of a moderate background (black).
The selected sample will be used for extracting two of the three observables of interest,
namely the cross section and AP OL in the last step of the analysis. At present, this work is
in progress and it will be presented in the near future.
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Final state
e+ e− → τ + τ − , τ → ρν
γγ → τ τ
+
W W − → llνν

Fraction of
surviving events
3851
0
1086

Table 4: Fraction of events surviving the ρ selection.

4.6

e+ e− → χ+ χ− /χ02 χ02 ,

√

s = 500 GeV

χ+ → W + χ01 χ02 → Z 0 χ01 (to be completed later).
4.7

e+ e− → W + W − νν and Z 0 Z 0 νν

One of the goals for ILC detectors is to be able to distinguish W → jj from Z →√jj using
the invariant mass of the two jets Mjj . We have performed a preliminary study at s = 500
GeV of the processes e+ e− → W W νν and e+ e− → ZZνν, each with 4 jets in the final state.
Figure 111 shows the reconstructed masses Mj1j2 vs Mj3j4, indicating a good separation
between W and Z with a 4-jet finding efficiency of 67%.
We have performed the full simulation and a partial analysis of five benchmarking physics processes simulated in the 4th detector with ILCroot. Beam background
has been included in four of the six processes.
In spite of the fact we have chosen the worst possible configuration of the beam polarization, namely with the electron beam having 100% left-handed polarization while the
positron beam is 100% right-handed polarized, the results of the studies are excellent. All
the observables we have measured have an uncertainty of the order of one percent. The
outstanding physics capability of the 4th detector with the processes considered has been
demonstrated.
Conclusions
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Figure 111: Invariant mass of two jets Mjj in e+ e− → W + W − νν and Z 0 Z 0 νν events. All six
jet-jet combinations per event are included.
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5

The Machine-Detector Interface

We begin with a description of the main features of 4th that are relevant to the machine, the
beams, and the interaction region. Subsequent sections concern the Beam Delivery System
(BDS) and the Interaction Region (IR).
5.1

Basic principles of 4th affecting MDI

The basic principles of 4th affecting MDI and the IR are primarily driven by the fact that
4th has no iron and that the flux is returned by a second solenoid (“dual solenoids”). In
addition, we desire to better control the incoming beams along the lines first indicated by the
success of the Final Focus Test Beam (FFTB) experiment at SLAC [29]. These principles
have been presented in several talks and internal notes by A. Mihailichenko most recently in
Ref. [6](b), and also in several notes [40, 41]:
1. strict confinement of the magnetic field inside the cylindrical volume defined by
the outer solenoid and the “end coils”. The stray field is essentially zero in the simplest
minimal configuration of coils and any small stray fields can be completely cancelled
by trim coils. This configuration
(a) avoids the huge (∼ 25, 000 t) internal forces on the iron volumes when the field
is energized. These forces in iron-based detectors are towards the center of the
detector (the field-generating solenoid) since the energy of the system is lowered
when iron of permeability µ ≫ µ0 is moved into the solenoidal field region.20 In
4th, the two solenoids are about in equilibrium with a small radial centering force
of 0.8t/mm and an even smaller axial decentering force of 0.4t/mm;
(b) avoids the CMS problem of providing enough iron in the poletip regions to capture
max
all the 4T flux from the solenoids before the iron saturates at BFe
≈ 1.8T. This
problem is exacerbated at higher B, and some problems have been encountered in
recent calculations of fringe fields in linear collider detectors; and,
(c) all regions of the field volume are useful for physics: the uniform central tracking field, the nearly uniform annulus region between the solenoids, and the very
forward region for small angle muon momentum measurement.
2. a precision muon spectrometer fills the annulus between the solenoids consisting
of a nearly massless tracking volume (same low-mass He-based gas and wires as used
in CluCou) [2] that provides momenta for all particles exiting the 10λint calorimeter
plus solenoid and, combined with the µ ID in the calorimeter and the track momentum
in the tracking system, provides additional specific µ identification and π ± background
rejection by energy conservation of a track from the IP through to the muon spectrometer;
3. the final focus (FF) optics are incorporated into the detector for better stability
and partial cancellation of ground motion effects, e.g., as shown in Fig. 112 the FF
optics will tend to move both beams up, or both beams down, for random ground and
20

These forces move parts of CMS (near HF) axially by as much as 19 mm, a spatial distortion that is too large
for a precision linear collider detector.
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IR motions. This is a very critical point, and we elaborate at some length in the Internal
Note “Stability requirements for the lenses of the final doublet,” A. Mikhailichanko, 24
Mar 2009, in Appendix A Much like an optical bench, we propose that all FF optics be
attached to the detector frame, which is one unit throughout, and that the lenses QF1
and QD0 located at both sides of the detector provide the beam focus at the IP in both
transverse directions x and y. The beam based alignment system accommodated in
ILC will operate dipole trimming coils mounted inside the same cryostat as the lenses,
and will provide an equivalent shift of the lens axis by adjusting the electrical current
in its coils as necessary.
Utilization of 2K Helium in the final quads cooling can bring < 15% increase of the
field maximum, so we are not considering it for QD0 at the moment, although it might
be included later, just to widen the margins for safe operation. And, finally,
(a) active alignment both mechanical and electrical have been tested in the Final
Focus Test Beam (FFTB) [29] and the vibration of the frame and the quads can
be reduced to the level required by these passive and active systems, Fig. 113;
(b) the co-stability of the final doublets is enhanced because they are incorporated
into the detector from each side and installed on the same frame; and,
(c) crossing angles of 14 mrad and 0 mrad are no problem and can be easily accommodated, although we prefer 0 mrad crossing angle for detector and machine costing
reasons.

Figure 112: Lateral view showing FF supports and solenoid supports all on the same structural
frame.

4. the no-iron detector is easily disassembled into its modular components, and
re-assembled. This will be important for modifications or additions to the detector in
future years;
(a) it is not presently contemplated that additions or alterations will be made to 4th;
however, the Lead Glass Wall was added to the Mark II, and it is conceivable that
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Figure 113: Schematic of the active positioning system for the quadrupoles and sextupoles of the
FF: stepping motor-driven micro-positioning movers (as tested at the FFTB); piezoelectric fast
movers with active feedback; dipole windings in each quadrupole for an equivalent shift of the
quadrupole axis in both transverse directions (tested at FFTB).

completely new objects might exist (e.g., an LSP with high mass, low velocity,
and/or a long lifetime) that would penetrate the calorimeter and enter the muon
spectrometer region. We could re-instrument this region and the volume outside
to enhance the efficiency for seeing such an object;
(b) quick repairs (time scale of one month) are easy in the 4th geometry, in contrast to
an iron-based system with its weight and sarcophagus-like geometrical restrictions;
and,
(c) modifications for non-nominal parameter sets [40] are relatively easy.
5. the absence of the iron-mass makes 4th a lightweight and open detector with
flexible functionality, and open geometry for ease of surveying and alignments and realignments, and complements the precision of the individual detector components which
require the global co-alignments of all detector subsystems;
(a) all elements of the FF are visible from a single point. Therefore, a monalisa
laser interferometric system (the same used for alignment of QD0) can be used to
full effect both from external points to critical detector locations, and within the
detector itself to align the essential high-precision elements such as the σ ∼ 5µmprecision vertex detector and the σ ∼ 50µm-precision tracking chamber; and,
(b) for the same reason, the verification of the QD0 alignment by the BDS with four
air-core optical paths [30] is easy to achieve.
6. push-pull seems not to be a problem, a platform is not necessary (although we
have no problem residing on a common detector platform), and re-alignment after a
move is not difficult [31]. We have not studied in engineering detail the consequences
of push-pull for 4th, but we can begin this work at Fermilab/SLAC if new LCRD funds
become available;
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7. allows easy incorporation of a laser optical system for γγ collisions, as recently
suggested by Dr. Sugawara as a pre-linear collider, as proposed for many years by the
Budker Institute21 and by M. Peskin and the Physics Common Task group; and finally,
8. almost every problem in the IR becomes easier without the 15,000-tonne ironmass, from crane capacities, to platform deformations and floor loading, and considering
the general mobility required for any push-pull scheme.
5.2

Beam Delivery System

The beam delivery system (BDS) and the essential measurements of beam polarization by the
polarimeters and beam energy measurement by the spectrometers are described in a recent
note [32]. The 4th detector is modular, light-weight, and flexible and can easily accommodate
the entrance and exit requirements for polarimetry and beam energy measurements. We
prefer to compensate vertical beam deflections with a compensation solenoid at z ∼ 7 meters,
as shown in Fig. 23, rather than to integrate a dipole field into the main solenoid. We think
it is a good idea to keep beam control and detector tracking fields separate. In any case, the
no-iron magnetic field of 4th is completely definable by currents and any field on and near
the beam can be generated, zeroed, and controlled.

Figure 114: Dimensions of the support frame, detector, and FF elements.
21

V. Telnov, Warsaw talk.
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Figure 115: The detector, cryogenic services (one on each end), and the B4 C shielding walls in the
UX.

5.3

Machine-Detector Interface

The strong interaction of two detectors in one IR is treated in the note [33] written by the
MDI group chaired by K. Buesser. These requirements define more than the usual “hand-off”
of a beam to a detector, and we discuss the issues identified in this report:
The RDR (Reference Design Report [34]) has QD0 attached
to the detector and QF1 a minimum of 9.5 meters distant from the interaction point (IP)
and attached to the IR hall. On 4th we prefer that QF1 also be attached to the detector,
and that this would be beneficial for both experiments. This is discussed as item 3 in Sec.
5.1.
Location of Final Doublet:

The 4th Concept detector is modular and light-weight by virtue of the dual
solenoid flux return that allows for an iron-free detector. The only mass of any importance
in the detector is the calorimeter mass, about 2.2 kt and 10 interaction lengths equivalent
of brass over 4π starting at a radius of r ≈ 1.8 meters. We do not see any show-stoppers in
a properly engineered realization of push-pull for the 4th concept. The level of confidence
can be high with engineering foresight. The 4th statement on push-pull [31] is unchanged.
The FF lenses delivering low-β at the IP are carried by the detector, and therefore the
compensation of the movement of the beam-delivery system elements are not a large problem
for 4th. The final quadrupoles will be supported by the detector itself to greatly decrease
the incoherent beam motion due to ground motion and vibration, and for near-IP control
Push-pull
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Figure 116: The IR dose from a full-train dump inside 4th, assuming a 2.5m shield.

of the final beam aim and focus. Beam-based alignment includes electrical and mechanical
adjustment of FF optics attached to the detector and this procedure is an intrinsic element
of functioning of 4th. Active tuning, mechanical and electromagnetic correction coils, would
allow for a quick restoration of luminosity. All power, water, cryogenics, and data cables are
attached to the detector so that easy motion is possible without reconnection. Finally, the
detector itself will have a modest number of channels in the dual-readout calorimeter, about
24K fiber channels and 96K crystal channels, and we anticipate on-detector electronics to
compress the final cable count of both the calorimeters22 and the pixel vertex and tracking
detectors. Thus, the signal connections are few. The cryogenic connections move with the
detector.
We do not believe that push-pull will be easy, and the early caution expressed by the
GLD and LDC groups is warranted in the absence of demonstrated feasibility with sufficient
confidence. In addition to the move-time, the Z 0 -calibration running time after each move
is essentially a luminosity loss.
We list here several specific considerations for the 4th concept detector and some more
general assumptions and suggestions for all concept detectors.
1. Vibration isolation and protection are arranged by attaching the final beam telescope
to the detector, so a push-pull scenario does not affect it at all;
2. It is preferred by us that each detector has its own set of final focus elements, and that
a common point can be found to break the beam lines.
22

To be tested by dream collaboration.
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3. It is assumed that the beam line is broken at common points for the detectors by valve
pairs and pump outs. The design of the beam delivery optics will allow one to break the
beam delivery channel practically at any point and the design of a low loss connection
is not a problem;
4. We anticipate that dump resistors and other apparatus associated with the superconducting magnets are carried by the detectors;
5. We suggest that, to keep open the possibility for operation of two detectors simultaneously at some time in the future, the service tunnel must be located far enough from
the main beam tunnel, so that if a decision for simultaneous operation is made, the
service tunnel could be filled with focusing elements for the second beam delivery line
with minimal cost.
Some of these considerations may result in change-orders to the RDR.
Running under different beam conditions requires a
flexible detector, or at least a detector able to suffer the worst condition. We are designing
4th in this way, see item Sec. 5.1(4c).
Non-nominal beam parameter sets

[Sec. 5.1(5a,b)
The open geometry of 4th easily allows four (or more) air portholes between QD0 (and
QF1) and the floor (or push-pull platform) of the IR. The monalisa alignment system
described in Ref. [30] is easily implemented.
Verification of QD0 alignment

Impact of detector on IR infrastructure

1. Crane requirement is set by the mass of the inner solenoid, about 220t based on the
CMS solenoid. We expect to improve on this solenoid [5] in several respects including
lowering its mass since, with reference to mass, the CMS solenoid was designed to
support the hadronic barrel calorimeter, whereas on 4th the calorimeter will not be
supported by the solenoid. The larger, outer solenoid will be built in sections, and
the calorimeter modules will be made in small units. The only other masses are the
B4 C-lined radiation shielding blocks, and we would make them to match the crane
whose capacity will be set by the solenoid.
2. Space underground is not determined yet, but 30×50 m2 and 25 m high is ample space,
see Figs. 114 and 115.
3. Shaft diameter (vertical access) can be 15 m. Basic dimensions are shown in Fig. 114.
4. On-beamline opening procedures are (i) move Lumi/Beam-Cals out axially, (ii) move
4th end-coils out 2m, (iii) lift muon spectrometer end-cap chambers out vertically, (iv)
move calorimeter modules out axially. At this point, the interior and tracker ends are
accessible, and the FF support has not been moved. Then, (v) the tracking chamber
can be push-pulled to the other end, and the vertex chamber is moderately accessible
in this position.
5. Off-beamline opening procedures are similar to on-beamline, but easier.
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6. Fire safety: 4th has a 10% isobutane plus helium gas mixture in the tracking volume
which is flammable. We can operate at the non-flammable 5% level, just below the
flammable limit, where the cluster counting is easier.
is small in 4th and can be made zero, even near to the detector, since the field
configuration is defined by currents, and not by iron. Fundamentally, the magnetic field in
4th is simple because it is natural, e.g., there are no sharp turns, no saturated iron masses, no
discontinuities between permeable and non-permeable materials, and no iron plates separated
by air gaps and terminating in air at the extremities of the detector. We have avoided all
these problems: specifically, 3-5T fields in air that saturate the available iron area and, with
no further energy gain, become fringe fields as high a 0.1T beyond z ∼ 10 meters from the
IR, or which become radial fringe fields where the iron sheets terminate in air.23 This is
illustrated clearly in Fig. 26 showing essentially zero field outside the dual-solenoids.

Fringe field

5.4

What about “self-shielding”?

The only “price to pay” for an iron-free detector is the lack of “self-shielding”. The radiation
requirements are based on wide laboratory practice [35] and initial calculations by A. Seryi
and T. Sanami [36] indicate that 2.5 meters of concrete shielding is sufficient to satisfy the
radiation requirements.24
Recent calculations by T. Sanami [37] have established clearly that 4th can be adequately
shielded in the IR. Calculations with mars for beam dumps at fdpc, at the valve, and at
Lumi Cal show that, for 4th, beam loss at Lumi Cal is the worst. The dose rate becomes
less than 0.014 mSv/hr/kW for shielding consisting of the dual-readout calorimeters, the
inner and outer solenoids, plus a concrete shield with B4 C liner (1.0 m thick for the barrel
region, 1.5 m thick for the endcap region), plus a 1.2 m stainless steel shield near the pacman
position (ID=1.6 m, OD=4.m). A final design that will optimize the mass and cost trade-offs
between more calorimeter depth and more shielding will be addressed in the post-LoI period.
It is clearly a physics advantage to have a deeper calorimeter (at the expense of a larger radius
solenoid) that would lower the costs and the push-pull time penalty of restacking shielding
blocks and the IR floor space penalty to store these blocks. This is a design problem for
us with a more favorable outcome than the design presented here, and is a problem under
current study.
We also intend to use a layer of boron-carbide, B4 C, as a radiation shield that will
double as a thermal neutron getter.25 Further instrumentation inside this shielding will
serve as a ‘neutron tsunami’ detector to monitor the ∼ 1µs wide wall of neutrons that leave
the calorimeters whenever a collision results in final state hadronic particles.26

23

These two cases are recently understood problems with CMS and SiD, respectively. Of course, these problems
have easy solutions (more iron), but more iron is less detector which may lead to an awkward design.
24
The maximal accident is a full train (2820 bunches) at 250 GeV hitting a 25-cm Cu plug anywhere along the
beam inside the detector. Of course, this can never happen, but the requirement is that personnel in the neighboring
hall of the same IR maintain a dose less than 250 mSv/h, or an integrated dose of 1 mSv per accident [33].
25
The IR will fill with neutrons as a gas of uniform volume density driven by the neutrons liberated in hadronic
showers in the calorimeters. In 4th, some of the MeV neutrons on less than a 1µs time scale are moderated in the
scintillating fibers through repeated np → np scatters; the remainder serve as a source for the thermal neutron gas.
26
We speculate that 4th will better suppress the neutron dose in the IR.
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6

Status of a realistic detector model and planned R&D

In some areas (calorimetry, cluster-timing tracking, and software framework) we are a very
advanced concept, configuration of the final systems is clear and, in some cases, it is clear
at an engineering level.
This is not the case in the area of pixel vertex chambers where much work and progress
by several groups is underway. However, the critical issues of mechanical microphonics and
normal mode vibrations of the delicate silicon wafer structure due to Lorentz force impulses
from the power cycling at 5 Hz have not been fully addressed. A further issue is the integrity
of bump bonds, and other connections, after 108 power cycles.
The simulation in ILCroot is a conceptual demonstration of the detector model, but
without realistic supports.27 We have individual system engineering studies of solenoids
[12], calorimeter support [13], tracking chamber and BGO supports [14], and we will expand
this into an integrated study of the whole detector during the next year with expected LCRD
university funding.
6.1

Simulation of the detector for engineering and dead volumes

is simulated as the SiD thin-pixel design, and these simulation results
have been shown by SiD at many meetings.
The vertex chamber

(CluCou) is simulated with correct wires and gas,
and with an average amount of dead material on the end bulkhead supports. The cable-ways
and realistic electronics materials are simulated.
The cluster-timing tracking chamber

have one centimeter of carbon to simulate carbon fiber support, and
three millimeters of silicon to simulate electronics for digitization and readout. These are
uniform averages; not discreet pieces. The actual engineered supports may have different
materials.28
The BGO crystals

The fiber dual-readout calorimeter modules are single units that can be supported and
cantilevered from the rear and stacked like a Roman arch. We have done some preliminary
engineering for a crackless, hermetic structure supported from the outside of the calorimeter
‘egg shell’ . This is uniquely possible in a projective fiber calorimeter with one depth section.
The inner solenoid

supports have been studied at Fermilab [12] and by Mikhailichenko

(see Appendix A).
is designed in detail from the time of the Detector Outline Docand the simulation is moderately accurate, although not critical for physics.

The muon spectrometer

ument

29

27

Over the past year (Dec. ’07 to the present), there has been no hope of achieving this due to zero funds.
R&D on structural composite materials for the mechanical structure of the CluCou chamber is going on at the
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering of Lecce University, together with studies on the properties of metal coated plastic
wires to be used as field wires for the CluCou chamber.
29
Website http://physics.uoregon.edu/ lc/wwstudy/concepts/
28
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6.2

Plans and time-scale for R&D (tracking, calorimetry, solenoids)

The plans and R&D outline here is the same as the first-year R&D plan presented in the US
LCRD submission to DoE-NSF in February 2009, is consistent with the calorimeter budget
request submitted two years ago, and is consistent with present thinking and plans regarding
dual-readout in the dream collaboration and in the Fermilab-CERN dual-readout project.
Cosmic ray tests of chambers and cluster-timing techniques are being
developed in a continuing program at INFN, Lecce, including design and manufacture of
a 1 GHz 6-bit ASIC for digitization of the cluster-counting wire signals.30 We need to
upgrade these tests to beam tests (preferably at the Fermilab MBTF) and to develop a
larger electronics system design. This work is led by F. Grancagnolo.
Tracking systems

The several successful tests, 16 publications [4], and the consistency of the detailed simulations [6](g) with dream data leave little doubt about the
experimental strengths of dual-readout calorimetry as outlined here. There will be continuing dream collaboration work on crystals as an R&D program to define and assess the
problems and strengths of crystals as hadronic calorimeters, as well as continuing tests of
methods to reduce any constant terms in a fiber calorimeter. This work is led by R. Wigmans
of the dream collaboration.
The next step in dual-readout calorimetry is a large, possibly cubic-meter (m3 ) module
built and beam tested. Currently, there is interest among several groups to combine resources
for a large module, with a dozen, or so, upgrades and improvements beyond the dream
module, complemented with the 4th concept dual-readout simulations. This is a $2M, threeyear R&D project. These plans would impact the detector decisions and an EDR in 2012.
However, we do not expect any surprises in such a scale-up of the dream module, which is
fully understood.
a. GHz digitizer The Domino Ring Sample (DRS) has been tested on dream channels
during the July 2008 CERN beam test. The digitizer for CluCou (when upgraded to 12-14
bits) is another candidate for dual-readout, and it is now in a second-submission. This is a
two-year, $0.5M project.
b. Photo-converters are an essential go-no-go for optical dual-readout calorimetry in big
detectors, i.e., inside a strong B field. A solution must be found, or else compromises will
be forced on the design of the detector. The Trieste-Udine group [42] is working on SiPM
devices that are suited to dual-readout calorimetry. This is a two-year $0.5M project.
c. Electronics integration will incorporate the photo-converter, the digitizer, gated-sums
of signals, zero-suppression electronics, and digital storage to make the readout of both fiber
and crystal calorimeters simple. This is a $1.0M project over three-years.
d. Fibers into 4π has been solved conceptually in the geometry of the geant4 simulations,
but we need to build and test a small prototype before building a big module and, in fact,
a module that is ‘scalable’ and can be stacked in multiple units to make one larger (and
projective) module.

Dual-readout calorimeters

Big solenoids The design and building of large solenoids that exceed the performance of the
CMS solenoid with comparable or lower risk, and at a cost about one-half of the CMS cost,
30

This same digitizer may possibly be upgraded to 12-14 bits and used for the dual-readout calorimeters.
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is a priority of 4th. We have outlined an R&D program to begin the design and small-scale
testing of new superconducting windings shown in Fig. 117 in collaboration with Fermilab,
KEK and the Budker Institute. A full engineering study can be achieved with about $0.6M,
and prototypes tested for $1-2M. All full-scale solenoids and coils could be built for between
$60M and $180M, according to current estimates by three groups [Fermilab, KEK, and
BINP].

Figure 117: The schematics of a new superconducting (SC) coil winding made possible by a brazing
technique developed at Budker Institute

6.3

Costs and optimization model

The 4th detector has been optimized as an instrument; it has not been specifically optimized
for cost nor for any particular ensemble of physics processes. In fact, a single optimum may
not exist in the presence of conflicting physics measurement requirements.
The detailed costing figures for all systems of the 4th detector are given in tables at the end
of this Section. The tracking, calorimetry, and muon systems are based on existing detectors
or prototypes. The solenoids are based on CMS and current estimates from Fermilab, KEK,
and BINP. A short summary of our estimate total cost to build the 4th detector is given in
Table 5.
Thanks to the high modularity with which our sub-detectors have been designed, the
estimate of the costs and of the manpower necessary to build the 4th detector has been
obtained by means of a detailed itemization of each single component of the various subdetectors. Starting from the most elementary building block, we have proceeded to evaluate
its cost both in terms of materials and services necessary to produce it and in terms of
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Detector
system
Vertex pixel
Central tracker
Crystal calorimeter
Fiber calorimeter
Muon spectrometer
Dual solenoids
Trigger/DAQ
Beam/Lumi Calors
MDI/shielding
Total

Total cost
[M$]
10.0
24.40
99.36
53.22
14.09
180.00
20.00
6.00
4.00
411.07

contingency
[M$]
4.0
5.0
20.0
10.0
3.0
50.0
5.0
1.5
2.0
100.5

manpower
[person-years]
90.0
188.
120.
136.
130.5
160.
40.0
18.0
15.0
897.5

Table 5: Summary of estimated construction costs for all the subsystems of 4th. For the dualreadout calorimeters, the cluster-timing tracking systems for both the central and muon spectrometers, these estimates are based on existing detectors. Detailed costings are in the text

manpower to accomplish all operations up to its completion. The same procedure has been
applied, whenever possible, also to the estimate of the electronics of each sub-system. The
following tables illustrate a few examples of this procedure summarized in the relative Excel
worksheets, 118, 119, 120, and 121. Table 5 summarizes the costs and the labor required for
completing the 4th-Concept up to its commissioning phase.
The costs are in 2008 US$, and the contingency reflects the uncertainty in the estimates.
The total manpower can be divided into technical (70-75%) and engineering (25-30%). We
emphasize that, as agreed, all the costs relative to the experimental hall, including utilities,
services, connections to MDI, service cranes, He systems, surface buildings, are not included
in the estimate as well as offline computing and data storage. One last comment concerns
the estimate of the electromagnetic calorimeter. In the studies of our physics benchmark
events, we have simulated a (1cm)2 BGO granularity for the em calorimeter, even though we
have quoted the cost relative to a BGO granularity of (2 cm)2 . This is because we believe
that the excellent resolution given by the BGO can be traded with a finer granularity of a
much cheaper crystal like BSO at almost exactly the same cost.
—
6.4

Options: tracking (SiLC, all pixel), calorimetry (all fiber)

We contemplate options, although we are confident of the present design. In tracking,
we want the best possible tracker and have for more than one year simulated and directly
compared several tracking systems as the scientifically responsible course of work, including a
discreet 5-layer silicon tracker (“5iD”), a TPC, and an all-pixel tracker. We are collaborating
with the SiLC collaboration and A. Savoy-Navarro on all aspects of silicon tracking, not only
central but also forward.
If crystal calorimetry is too expensive for the physics gain, or not realistically possible for
other reasons, we can design with some loss to physics an all-fiber calorimeter based closely
on the dream tests plus our known improvements to it.
The problem of momentum resolution in the very forward region is a problem in all collider
detectors. We have a possible solution in a forward toroid that supplies an azimuthal Bφ field
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that will give a radial kick to charged particles near the beam axis. A simple design results
in almost uniform momentum resolution down to the angular inner radius of the toroid.
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Figure 118:
104

Figure 119:
105

Figure 120:
106

Figure 121:
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7

Structure and capability of the 4th group

We expect to attract substantial support from international laboratories in the event of a
validation, and that the infrastructure we now lack will become available. There are many
examples of experiments that started before a complete and extensive support structure
existed. Presently, 4th is guided by a group of compatible compatriots:
Contact people:
John Hauptman
Franco Grancagnolo
Corrado Gatto
Sung K. Park
Working group leaders:
Physics: Anna Mazzacane, John Yoh
Detector optimization: Fedor Ignatov, John Yoh
Subdetector contacts:
MDI+shielding: Alexander Mikhailichenko, Toshiya Sanami
Vertex: Marcel Demarteau
CluCou+muon: Franco Grancagnolo
Dual-readout: John Hauptman
Dual-solenoids: Mikhailichenko, Ryuji Yamada
DAQ: Patrick Le Du
Software: Vito Di Benedetto
Common Task groups, Research Director:
LoI Reps: John Hauptman, G.P. Yeh
MDI: Alexander Mikhailichenko, John Hauptman
Software: Corrado Gatto, Yen-chu Chen
Physics: Franco Bedeschi, Aurore Savoy-Navarro
Engineering tools: Alessandro Miccoli
Detector R&D: Franco Grancagnolo, Yuri Tikhonov, Roberto Carosi
In these early stages of conceptual development, 4th has benefitted from a non-hierarchical
structure that encourages individual initiative. This is reflected in both the detector instrumentation and the simulations and analyses. It is also reflected in the huge ratio of
achievements-to-funding. The 4th group will re-group into a structure with specific responsibilities in the post-LoI period assuming that our proposal to DoE-NSF is funded at a level
that allows the assignment of these responsibilities.
The 4th concept detector was a last-minute addition to the
ensemble of three original laboratory-supported concept detectors (gld, ldc, and sid) at the
Snowmass 2005 meeting, each of which had been under design and study by major labs for
some years previously. However, in specific areas such as calorimetry, the 4th concept is far
ahead of the other concepts by virtue of the extensive beam testing and deep understanding
Is 4th the strongest detector?
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of the dual-readout calorimeters that are part of 4th. No other concept has published a
single paper on its hadronic calorimeter performance, whereas 4th calorimetry is based on
sixteen (16) peer-reviewed publications in Nucl. Instrs. Meths. In our estimation for the
calorimeters, 4th is 3-5 years ahead of the other two concepts in actual performance beam
tests of energy resolution, hermeticity, and hadronic energy linearity, all of which are critical
and essential to physics performance in an experiment. Similarly, the 4th tracking choice
is based on the highly successful kloe chamber that has operated for 10 years without
problems, and our tested improvements to this low-mass chamber only make it better suited
to linear collider specifications. We have achieved tremendous success and with modest
funding for three years, this 4th conceptual detector will be successful with an engineering
design.
7.1

Remaining decisions on 4th

4th is more-or-less fixed in its design. We still contemplate a forward toroid to solve the
problem of very forward track momentum resolution but, since this couples calorimetry to
tracking for efficiencies and resolutions, this option requires a very careful study of “tradeoffs”. We still contemplate an all-pixel tracking system if it becomes technically feasible.
We contemplate a micro-pixel-vertex to solve the heat load and spatial stability problems of
an impact parameter chamber. We are prepared to accept a CMS-like solenoid and an iron
return yoke if the iron-free dual solenoids are not possible to engineer and build.
However, we are absolutely certain about dual-readout calorimetry, highly certain about
cluster-timing tracking, and very certain about the feasibility of the dual-solenoids.
7.2

Resources needed: three year estimates

This is a budget based on the planned R&D model above of what we will need over the next
three years up to an EDR (Engineering Design Report) as the last step before a construction
start.
The LoI LCRD proposal submitted to DoE and NSF in February 2009 is essentially the
first of these three years. The three budget levels requested in the solicitation (“minimal”
0.15M$, “median” 0.35M$, and “maximal” 0.75M$) are because the DoE-NSF detector R&D
funding level was unknown.
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R&D Project
cubic-meter
dual-readout
modules
Large
solenoid
R&D
Electronics
for
dual-read
Tracking
main/forward/
vertex (4th)
4th studies
up to EDR;
whole detector
Total

3-year
project
total

Year 1
(approx.
FY2010)

Year 2
(approx.
FY2011)

$ 2.0 M

$ 0.4 M

$ 1.0 M

$ 1.2 M

$ 0.3 M

$ 0.4 M

$ 1.0 M

$ 0.3 M

$ 0.5 M

$ 1.0 M

$ 0.3 M

$ 0.5 M

$ 1.2 M

$ 0.4 M

$ 0.4 M

Year 3
(approx. Deliverable
FY2012)
beam-tested
$ 0.6 M fiber and
crystal modules
Engineered
$ 0.5 M design study
small prototypes
2 GHz
$ 0.2 M digitizer: 6-bit
and 14-bit
CluCou,
$ 0.2 M micro-vertex,
toroid designs
EDR: physicist
$ 0.4 M detector design;
all aspects

$ 6.4 M
$ 1.7 M
$ 2.8 M
$ 1.9 M
(3-years) (FY2010) (FY2011) (FY2012)

Justification The design of the novel 4th detector is almost fixed for all detector systems
with the clear exception of an engineering study of the detector as a whole. Substantial beam
tests and laboratory testing have convinced us that 4th is a largely understood detector.
Therefore, funding up to an EDR is not large, about $6M total. The justifications for each
Project are itemized below:

1. Cubic-meter module: This Project is dream led (estimate by R. Wigmans).
2. Solenoids: Using techniques already developed at BINP, engineer the design of big
solenoids for 4th (estimate by BINP, with corresponding estimates by Cornell/LNS,
Fermilab, and KEK).
3. Electronics for dual-readout: This includes identifying or inventing a photo-converter,
fADC digitizer, and processing electronics for use with the cubic-meter module, and in
the future on the 4th detector.
4. Tracking: Many unknowns remain in the linear collider community on tracking, especially Gigi-pixel vertex chambers; we will collaborate with the Monolithic Silicon
consortium, and design a micro-vertex impact-parameter chamber; design the clustertiming chamber and its electronics in 3 above.
5. 4th studies: The design of the 4th detector up to an EDR delivered in 2012. Includes
computing, simulations, people, travel, M&S, and all support funding for all the above
items.
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Instrumentation: DREAM, CluCou, solenoids, MDI

See the website: http://www.4thconcept.org

B

Software: ILCroot, jet reconstruction, and simulations

See the website: http://www.4thconcept.org
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